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String theory (gravity)   ⟺   field theory (no gravity) 
“in bulk” = higher dimensions “on boundary” = lower dimensions

AdS/CFT after 25 years

describes gravitating systems, e.g. black holes

Invaluable tool to:

Study strongly interacting field theory (hard, but describes many systems)  
by working with higher-dimensional gravity on AdS (easy).

describes experimentally accessible systems

Study quantum gravity in AdS (hard, but needed to understand spacetime)  
by using the field theory (easy for certain things)



Pre-requisite:

How does bulk spacetime emerge from the CFT?
Which CFT quantities give the bulk metric?
What determines bulk dynamics (Einstein’s eq.)?
How does one recover a local bulk operator from CFT quantities?

We need to understand the AdS/CFT dictionary…

Recent hints / expectations:  entanglement plays a crucial role…

(How) does the CFT “see” inside a black hole?
(How) does it unitarily describe black hole formation & evaporation process?
How does it resolve curvature singularities? 

What part of bulk can we recover from a restricted CFT info?
What bulk region does a CFT state (at a given instant in time) encode?
What bulk region does a spatial subregion of CFT state encode?



Entanglement Entropy (EE)

e.g. in local QFT:  
    A and B can be spatial regions, separated by a smooth entangling surface

A
B

Suppose we only have access to a subsystem A of the full system 
= A + B.  The amount of entanglement is characterized by 
Entanglement Entropy      :

reduced density matrix
    (more generally, for a mixed total state,                    )

EE = von Neumann entropy

⇢A = TrB | ih |
⇢A = TrB⇢

SA = �Tr ⇢A log ⇢A

SA



The good news & the bad news

Yes! - described geometrically…

But EE is hard to deal with…
non-local quantity, intricate & sensitive to environment
difficult to measure
difficult to calculate

Is there a natural bulk dual of EE?
      (= “Holographic EE”)

boundary

bulk ?

AdS/CFT to the rescue?
A

B

… especially in strongly-coupled quantum systems



Motivation

Holography:
Tool to elucidate quantum gravity -- dictionary?

Entanglement:
Expected to underlie bulk spacetime emergence -- how?
Usefully characterized via entanglement entropy -- underlying structure?
➙ Reformulate holographic entanglement entropy (HEE) 

General covariance:
Required for any physical quantity
Needed to probe time dependence
Complementary toolkit; breaks degeneracy
May yield crucial insights
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Proposal [RT=Ryu & Takayanagi, ‘06] for static configurations:

SA = min
@m=@A

Area(m)

4GN

In the bulk, entanglement entropy       for 
a boundary region       is captured by the 
area of a minimal co-dimension-2 bulk 
surface      at constant t  homologous to      

SA

Am

A boundary

bulk

A

m

@A

m A

In time-dependent situations, RT prescription needs to be covariantized:
[HRT = VH, Rangamani, Takayanagi ‘07]

E
A

minimal surface 
at constant time

extremal surface 
in the full bulk→m E

This gives a well-defined quantity 
in any (arbitrarily time-dependent 
asymptotically AdS) spacetime. 

RT and HRT



Entanglement wedge

Boundary spacetime partition 
from entangling surface      :

@M = D[A] [D[Ac] [ I�[@A] [ I+[@A]

⌃
A

D[A]

            

I+[@A]

I�[@A]

D[Ac]
@A @A

identify

D[Ac]

@A

M =WE [A] [WE [Ac][ I�[EA][ I+[EA]

entanglement wedge of A

WE [Ac] WE [A]

I�[EA]

I+[EA]

EA A

EA

Induces a corresponding partition 
into 4 bulk regions from      : 



Extremal surface reformulations
•     = Extremal surfaceE

(relatively) easy to find
minimal set of ingredients required in specification
need to include homology constraint as extra requirement

A
E

�•     = Surface with zero null expansions [HRT]
(cf. light sheet construction & covariant entropy bound [Bousso, ‘99]:

Bulk entropy through light sheet of surface σ  ≤  Area(σ)/4 
    = surface admitting a light sheet closest to bdy�

A�

maximize over minimal-area surface on a spacelike slice
requires the entire collection of slices & surfaces
implements homology constraint automatically
useful for proofs (e.g. SSA)

• Maximin surface [Wall, ‘12] 

• Minimax surface -- discussed later...  

Geometrically, all of these are ultimately the same construct...



Curiosities / drawbacks of surfaces

Naively (from UV/IR intuition) over-localized

Does not elucidate the relation to quantum information...
Where does the information live? 

Mutual information I(A:B) = S(A) + S(B) - S(AB)  
is given by surfaces located in different spacetime regions.

Geometric proof of SSA  ( S(AB) + S(BC) ≥ S(B) + S(ABC) )  
obscures its meaning as monotonicity under inclusion of correlations...

Arbitrarily large jumps in entanglement wedge (at 'phase transitions') 



Riemannian bit-threads

Useful reformulation of HEE:
flow continuous under varying region (while bottlenecks can jump discontinuously)
automatically implements homology constraint and global minimization of RT
maximal flow defined even without a regulator (when flux has UV divergence)
can be computed more efficiently (via linear programming methods)
implements QI meaning of EE and its inequalities more naturally
provides more intuition:  think of each bit thread as connecting an EPR pair

v

m

A

Reformulate EE in terms of flux of flow     [Freedman & Headrick, ’16] 
let      be a vector field satisfying                   and              .  Then EE is given by

SA = max
v

Z

A
v

r · v = 0v |v|  1

By Max Flow - Min Cut theorem, equivalent to RT: 
(bottleneck for flow = minimal surface)

v



Primary question:

How do Riemannian threads covariantize?

extend threads in time
flow sheets

keep 1-d threads
flow lines

∃ 2 natural possibilities:



Naive expectations

Fi

A

Extend in time:
boundary EPR pair ⤳ pair of worldlines
bit thread ⤳ "bit cloth" / "flow sheet" = timelike worldsheet

<latexit sha1_base64="SFOJZBsXJAJv46K+1pfv5B9BWrM=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5KIoicpCOKxgrWFNJTNdtsu3WzC7otQQn+GFw+KePXXePPfuGlz0NaBhWHmPXbehIkUBl332ymtrK6tb5Q3K1vbO7t71f2DRxOnmvEWi2WsOyE1XArFWyhQ8k6iOY1Cydvh+Cb3209cGxGrB5wkPIjoUImBYBSt5HcjiiNGZXY77VVrbt2dgSwTryA1KNDsVb+6/ZilEVfIJDXG99wEg4xqFEzyaaWbGp5QNqZD7luqaMRNkM0iT8mJVfpkEGv7FJKZ+nsjo5Exkyi0k3lEs+jl4n+en+LgKsiESlLkis0/GqSSYEzy+0lfaM5QTiyhTAublbAR1ZShbaliS/AWT14mj2d176Lu3p/XGtdFHWU4gmM4BQ8uoQF30IQWMIjhGV7hzUHnxXl3PuajJafYOYQ/cD5/AHgFkVw=</latexit>

F

But:
norm bound too global
generically no canonical way of "evolving" 
even for fixed                  ,        depends on t-foliation...
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F
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@A(t)

cf.  slice codim.-1 RT surf.  ⬄ 1-d bit thread  
⤳ bulk codim.-2 HRT surf. ⬄ 2-d flow sheet

= #  sheets through D[A]
?
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SA

(w/      subject to requisite norm bound
& can't end in bulk)
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Naive expectations

EE pertains to a given instant in time
in strongly interacting QFT, EPR pair localizes only for short duration ⤳ bdy events
cf. entanglement distillation

Suggests threads from          to
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D[A]
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D[Ac]

= #  threads from D[A]
?
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SA

?:  what are the restrictions on these threads?
Are they localized to certain spacetime regions?
Is their density bounded?
Can they be timelike?
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HEE regulator
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A
NB. finite HEE for multi-boundary wormholes  
for        = entire piece of connected bdy Cauchy slice

A

B

�A:B

EAB

EAB

Figure 1: Left: Entanglement wedge cross section (EWCS) construction: Given a pair of boundary regions A and

B, their joint HRT surface EAB serves as our anchor surface for the extremal surface corresponding to the EWCS

�A:B separating them. When the two regions nearly fill up the entire boundary slice, so @B ⇠ @A, the EWCS

�A:B gives a regulated HRT surface for A. If we treat EAB as an end-of-the-world brane, so that we only consider

the shaded part of the bulk, then �A:B coincides with the standard HRT surface for A or B. Right: Regulated

spacetime M̌ consisting of the entanglement wedge WAB of the combined region AB. This is defined as the bulk

domain of dependence of the shaded region in the left panel.

well-understood properties. This allows us to analyze various relations between them, which

will in turn translate to useful entanglement relations in holography.

Having identified an interesting and well-defined geometrical construct, let us motivate

how we can utilize EWCS as a regulator for entanglement entropy; indeed this possible

utility was already noted in [5]. The first task is to reduce the input: instead of specifying

two independent regions A and B in order to define �A:B, we only want to specify a single

region A. The solution is to single out a preferred boundary Cauchy slice and a “bu↵er size”

(thought of as a UV regulator) ", and put a bu↵er around the entangling surfarce @A of

size ". This bu↵er splits the Cauchy slice into the slightly shrunk region A" and its slightly

shrunk complement A". The HRT anchor-surface E
A"A"

between them serves as the anchor

locus for the regulated HRT surface for the original region A, which we then take to be the

EWCS �
A":A"

. As the bu↵er shrinks away (" ! 0), the boundary of �
A":A"

approaches the

AdS boundary, so its interior �
A":A"

! EA and its area diverges. In this sense, this method

of regulating the entanglement entropy is similar to the more conventional “active cuto↵”

which we describe in § 3.1 along with other previously-considered regulators. However, the

EWCS has a number of advantages over these, discussed in § 3.2.

– 7 –

Regulate HEE via entanglement wedge cross section
widen       to separate      and      
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@A
[Dutta, Faulkner, '19]
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Ac := B
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SA :=
Area(�A:B)

4GN
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Figure 1: Left: Entanglement wedge cross section (EWCS) construction: Given a pair of boundary regions A and

B, their joint HRT surface EAB serves as our anchor surface for the extremal surface corresponding to the EWCS

�A:B separating them. When the two regions nearly fill up the entire boundary slice, so @B ⇠ @A, the EWCS

�A:B gives a regulated HRT surface for A. If we treat EAB as an end-of-the-world brane, so that we only consider

the shaded part of the bulk, then �A:B coincides with the standard HRT surface for A or B. Right: Regulated

spacetime M̌ consisting of the entanglement wedge WAB of the combined region AB. This is defined as the bulk

domain of dependence of the shaded region in the left panel.

well-understood properties. This allows us to analyze various relations between them, which

will in turn translate to useful entanglement relations in holography.

Having identified an interesting and well-defined geometrical construct, let us motivate

how we can utilize EWCS as a regulator for entanglement entropy; indeed this possible

utility was already noted in [5]. The first task is to reduce the input: instead of specifying

two independent regions A and B in order to define �A:B, we only want to specify a single

region A. The solution is to single out a preferred boundary Cauchy slice and a “bu↵er size”

(thought of as a UV regulator) ", and put a bu↵er around the entangling surfarce @A of

size ". This bu↵er splits the Cauchy slice into the slightly shrunk region A" and its slightly

shrunk complement A". The HRT anchor-surface E
A"A"

between them serves as the anchor

locus for the regulated HRT surface for the original region A, which we then take to be the

EWCS �
A":A"

. As the bu↵er shrinks away (" ! 0), the boundary of �
A":A"

approaches the

AdS boundary, so its interior �
A":A"

! EA and its area diverges. In this sense, this method

of regulating the entanglement entropy is similar to the more conventional “active cuto↵”

which we describe in § 3.1 along with other previously-considered regulators. However, the

EWCS has a number of advantages over these, discussed in § 3.2.
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Beyond holography
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Figure 1.
fig:setup
Schematic summary diagram of spacetime setup. The boundary of the spacetime M̄ consists

of the conformal boundary N = D(A) [ D(B) (the right and left sides respectively); the future boundary

I+ (top faces); the past boundary I� (bottom faces); and possibly an end-of-the-world brane I0 (front and

back faces). I± are spacelike and/or null. I0 may be empty; otherwise it is timelike. If the bulk M is the

entanglement wedge of AB within a larger holographic spacetime, then I0 includes the HRT surface for AB,

thickened slightly in the time direction to make it codimension-1. The (blue) hypersurface � is a (Cauchy)

slice for M̄; its intersection with I0 is denoted �
0
� and its intersection with D(A) is denoted A�. The (yellow)

hypersurface ⌧ is a time-sheet homologous to D(A) (relative to I = I+ [ I� [ I0). The intersection � (red)

of slice � and timesheet ⌧ is a codimension-2 surface.

We also assume that every inextendible timelike curve in N is inextendible in M̄. This implies that,
for any � 2 S, � \ N is a (Cauchy) slice for N , and therefore that N is also globally hyperbolic. See
figure 1 for a summary of this setup.

We will make use of the following lemma:
{lem:slicefromset}

Lemma 2.1. Any closed achronal subset of M̄ that does not intersect I
±

is contained in a bulk slice.

Proof. Let s be a closed achronal subset of M̄ that does not intersect I
±. Let � be a bulk slice and

define the following subset of M̄:

R := (J�(�) [ J
�(s)) \ I

+(s) . (2.4)

R is a closed subset of M̄ that obeys J
�(R) = R. It is disjoint from I

+ and contains an open
neighborhood of I

�. Therefore its future boundary R \ I
�(R) is a bulk slice. Furthermore the future

boundary contains s.

Given that N is globally hyperbolic, each connected component Ni of N is globally hyperbolic
as well. Fix a slice ⌃i for each Ni; then ⌃ := [i⌃i is a slice for N . A boundary region A is defined
as the union of a set of the ⌃i; its boundary causal domain D(A) is the union of the corresponding
Ni.21 Regions A, B, . . . are disjoint. With a few exceptions (namely in subsections 4.3 and 6.3), we

21 Importantly, nothing we do will depend on the choice of boundary slices ⌃i. In fact, there will be no dependence
of anything on A except through D(A). A thus essentially just serves as a label for D(A) and associated objects and
quantities.
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Consider a Lorentzian d ≥ 3 dimensional spacetime, with:
timelike spatial bdy 
spacelike or null future/past bdy
optionally end of the world brane
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of the conformal boundary N = D(A) [ D(B) (the right and left sides respectively); the future boundary

I+ (top faces); the past boundary I� (bottom faces); and possibly an end-of-the-world brane I0 (front and

back faces). I± are spacelike and/or null. I0 may be empty; otherwise it is timelike. If the bulk M is the

entanglement wedge of AB within a larger holographic spacetime, then I0 includes the HRT surface for AB,

thickened slightly in the time direction to make it codimension-1. The (blue) hypersurface � is a (Cauchy)

slice for M̄; its intersection with I0 is denoted �
0
� and its intersection with D(A) is denoted A�. The (yellow)

hypersurface ⌧ is a time-sheet homologous to D(A) (relative to I = I+ [ I� [ I0). The intersection � (red)

of slice � and timesheet ⌧ is a codimension-2 surface.

We also assume that every inextendible timelike curve in N is inextendible in M̄. This implies that,
for any � 2 S, � \ N is a (Cauchy) slice for N , and therefore that N is also globally hyperbolic. See
figure 1 for a summary of this setup.

We will make use of the following lemma:

Lemma 2.1. Any closed achronal subset of M̄ that does not intersect I
±

is contained in a bulk slice.

Proof. Let s be a closed achronal subset of M̄ that does not intersect I
±. Let � be a bulk slice and

define the following subset of M̄:

R := (J�(�) [ J
�(s)) \ I

+(s) . (2.4)

R is a closed subset of M̄ that obeys J
�(R) = R. It is disjoint from I

+ and contains an open
neighborhood of I

�. Therefore its future boundary R \ I
�(R) is a bulk slice. Furthermore the future

boundary contains s.

Given that N is globally hyperbolic, each connected component Ni of N is globally hyperbolic
as well. Fix a slice ⌃i for each Ni; then ⌃ := [i⌃i is a slice for N . A boundary region A is defined
as the union of a set of the ⌃i; its boundary causal domain D(A) is the union of the corresponding
Ni.21 Regions A, B, . . . are disjoint. With a few exceptions (namely in subsections 4.3 and 6.3), we

21 Importantly, nothing we do will depend on the choice of boundary slices ⌃i. In fact, there will be no dependence
of anything on A except through D(A). A thus essentially just serves as a label for D(A) and associated objects and
quantities.
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Convex program & Lagrangian duality

• use Lagrange multipliers L(y,�, ⌫) ⌘ f0(y) +
X

i

�i fi(y) +
X

j

⌫j hj(y)

• solution via convex optimization: p⇤ = inf
y
sup
�,⌫

L(y,�, ⌫)

Lagrangian duality:

new extremization problem, in new variables

strong duality:  primal and dual solutions agree

swap order

P• Convex program    : minimize           over            such that  f0(y) y 2 D 8i, fi(y)  0, 8j, hj(y) = 0

convex domain

convex functions affine functions

• More general problems may be converted to the requisite form via convex relaxation

Convex program:



ex:  Max flow - min cut 

Max-flow/min-cut (MFMC) is an example of Lagrangian duality 
in theory of convex optimization [VH, Headrick, ’17]

Recast by introducing 
a Lagrange multiplier

vµ (wµ � @µ )

vµ

wµ

Lagrangian    duality
|vµ|  1

rµv
µ = 0

constraints:
convex    relaxation

 

=

Z

M
|@µ |+ · · ·

Min cut (RT):

Riemannian case:

m
S = min[Area(m)]

Max flow (Bit threads):

vµ

= max

Z

A
vµ

=
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Maximin3 Games & relaxation

We start by recalling the maximin formula [2? ]:

S�(A : B) := sup
�2S

inf
�2��

area(�) , (3.1)

where �� is the set of surfaces � in � homologous to A� relative to �
0

�
:= I

0
\ �, that do not intersect

N . The reason for the subscript on S� will become clear shortly. Since throughout this section we fix
A, B, we will from now on simply write S� for S�(A : B).

In this section we will derive a number of variations on (3.1). In subsection 3.1, we will rewrite it
in two ways: first, by using the Riemannian max flow-min cut theorem, in terms of a flow localized
on a slice; and then in terms of the intersection of a slice and a time-sheet. By switching the order
of the maximization and minimization, this will then allow us to obtain a “minimax” formula. The
relation between such maximin-minimax pairs of formulas is the subject of minimax theory, which
is closely related to game theory and which we briefly review in subsection 3.2. This will lead us in
subsection 3.3 to convex relax the two formulas, yielding a third one, whose value sits between them.
This convex-concave formula will be the starting point for our derivation of flow formulas in section 4.

Throughout this section, as well as sections 4 and 5, we assume only the basic structure for the
bulk and boundary spacetimes described in subsection 2.2 (essentially global hyperbolicity), not any
particular boundary conditions or energy conditions.

3.1 Variations on maximin

Our first alternative formula for S� is obtained by applying the Riemannian max flow-min cut theorem
to replace, within each slice �, the minimization over surfaces by a maximization over flows.28 A 1-form
v on � is called a �-flow if it has the following properties:

|v|  1 , d⇤v = 0 , ⇤v|�0
�

= 0 (3.2)

(where d is the exterior derivative on �, and | · | and ⇤ are defined with respect to the induced metric).
We call the set of �-flows F�. The RMFMC theorem (see [18] and references therein) states that

inf
�2��

area(�) = sup
v2F�

Z

A�

⇤v . (3.3)

F� is a convex set, and the objective functional
R
A�

⇤v is linear; hence the right-hand side of (3.3)
defines a convex program.29 Using (3.3), we can write S� in terms of a “maximax” formula:

S� = sup
�2S

sup
v2F�

Z

A�

⇤v . (3.4)

28 Strictly speaking, this situation does not quite fit the assumptions of the RMFMC theorem proved in [18], which
applies to compact Riemannian manifolds. While � is compact, the metric on it does not extend to N and may include
null pieces. The first issue can be dealt with by removing a neighborhood of N \ �. The second issue can be dealt with
either by considering � as a limit of spacelike manifolds, or by treating the null locus following the treatment of null
manifolds in [18] (but for max flow-min cut rather than min flow-max cut as in that paper). Specifically, on the null
locus there is a unique (D � 2)-form ! such that the area of any surface m equals |

R
�
!|. A flow is defined not by the

1-form v but by the (D � 2)-form ⇤v, and the constraint |v|  1 is replaced by ⇤v = ↵!, where |↵|  1.
29 Recall that a convex program is defined as the problem of minimizing a convex function f0 over a convex subset

X of an a�ne space, subject to constraints fi(x)  0, gi(x) = 0, where the fi are convex functions and the gi are a�ne
functions on X. The constraints defining X are implicit, while the constraints fi(x)  0, gi(x) = 0 are explicit. Thus,
strictly speaking, the right-hand side of (3.3) defines a convex program only after one has decided whether each of the
constraints (3.2) is implicit or explicit.
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I0 \ �

Use Riemannian MFMC to reexpress in terms of slice flows ⤳ "maximax":

3 Games & relaxation

We start by recalling the maximin formula [2? ]:

S�(A : B) := sup
�2S

inf
�2��

area(�) , (3.1)

where �� is the set of surfaces � in � homologous to A� relative to �
0

�
:= I

0
\ �, that do not intersect

N . The reason for the subscript on S� will become clear shortly. Since throughout this section we fix
A, B, we will from now on simply write S� for S�(A : B).

In this section we will derive a number of variations on (3.1). In subsection 3.1, we will rewrite it
in two ways: first, by using the Riemannian max flow-min cut theorem, in terms of a flow localized
on a slice; and then in terms of the intersection of a slice and a time-sheet. By switching the order
of the maximization and minimization, this will then allow us to obtain a “minimax” formula. The
relation between such maximin-minimax pairs of formulas is the subject of minimax theory, which
is closely related to game theory and which we briefly review in subsection 3.2. This will lead us in
subsection 3.3 to convex relax the two formulas, yielding a third one, whose value sits between them.
This convex-concave formula will be the starting point for our derivation of flow formulas in section 4.

Throughout this section, as well as sections 4 and 5, we assume only the basic structure for the
bulk and boundary spacetimes described in subsection 2.2 (essentially global hyperbolicity), not any
particular boundary conditions or energy conditions.

3.1 Variations on maximin

Our first alternative formula for S� is obtained by applying the Riemannian max flow-min cut theorem
to replace, within each slice �, the minimization over surfaces by a maximization over flows.28 A 1-form
v on � is called a �-flow if it has the following properties:

|v|  1 , d⇤v = 0 , ⇤v|�0
�

= 0 (3.2)

(where d is the exterior derivative on �, and | · | and ⇤ are defined with respect to the induced metric).
We call the set of �-flows F�. The RMFMC theorem (see [18] and references therein) states that

inf
�2��

area(�) = sup
v2F�

Z

A�

⇤v . (3.3)

F� is a convex set, and the objective functional
R
A�

⇤v is linear; hence the right-hand side of (3.3)
defines a convex program.29 Using (3.3), we can write S� in terms of a “maximax” formula:

S� = sup
�2S

sup
v2F�

Z

A�

⇤v . (3.4)

28 Strictly speaking, this situation does not quite fit the assumptions of the RMFMC theorem proved in [18], which
applies to compact Riemannian manifolds. While � is compact, the metric on it does not extend to N and may include
null pieces. The first issue can be dealt with by removing a neighborhood of N \ �. The second issue can be dealt with
either by considering � as a limit of spacelike manifolds, or by treating the null locus following the treatment of null
manifolds in [18] (but for max flow-min cut rather than min flow-max cut as in that paper). Specifically, on the null
locus there is a unique (D � 2)-form ! such that the area of any surface m equals |

R
�
!|. A flow is defined not by the

1-form v but by the (D � 2)-form ⇤v, and the constraint |v|  1 is replaced by ⇤v = ↵!, where |↵|  1.
29 Recall that a convex program is defined as the problem of minimizing a convex function f0 over a convex subset

X of an a�ne space, subject to constraints fi(x)  0, gi(x) = 0, where the fi are convex functions and the gi are a�ne
functions on X. The constraints defining X are implicit, while the constraints fi(x)  0, gi(x) = 0 are explicit. Thus,
strictly speaking, the right-hand side of (3.3) defines a convex program only after one has decided whether each of the
constraints (3.2) is implicit or explicit.
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Alternatively, in order to put the space and time variations in (3.1) on an equal footing, we can
change the minimization domain so that it does not depend on the maximization variable �. This can
be done by thinking of the surface � as the intersection of the slice � with a time-sheet ⌧ 2 T (where
T is the set of time-sheets homologous to D(A) relative to I), as justified by the following lemma:

Lemma 3.1. Fix � 2 S. For any ⌧ 2 T, � \ ⌧ 2 ��. Conversely, for any � 2 ��, there exists a ⌧ 2 T

such that � \ ⌧ = �.

Proof. Given ⌧ 2 T, � \ ⌧ is homologous to A� on � (relative to �
0

�
) via the intersection of � with

the spacetime homology region between D(A) and ⌧ ; and it does not intersect N (since ⌧ does not
intersect N ). Hence it is in ��.

For the converse, let t
µ be a continuous future-directed timelike vector field on M̄ that is tangent

to N and I
0.30 The integral curves of t

µ pass through every point of M̄, and each curve starts on
I

�, ends on I
+, and lies entirely in M (except its endpoints), in N , or in I

0. Given � 2 ��, let r�

be the homology region on � between A� and �. The surface � can be extended into a time-sheet ⌧

by following the integral curves of t
µ in both directions. ⌧ is homologous to D(A) (relative to I) via

the corresponding extension of r�.

With this lemma in hand, we can replace the minimization over � in (3.1) with a minimization
over ⌧ :

S� = sup
�2S

inf
⌧2T

area(� \ ⌧) . (3.5)

The formula (3.5) invites us to switch the order of the minimization and maximization. We therefore
also define the following “minimax” quantity:31,32

S+ := inf
⌧2T

sup
�2S

area(� \ ⌧) . (3.6)

Recalling that �⌧ is the set of surfaces � = ⌧ \ � for some � 2 S, we can write this

S+ = inf
⌧2T

sup
�2�⌧

area(�) , (3.7)

expressing the minimax quantity in a form analogous to (3.1).

By lemma 2.1, any achronal surface �
0 (that is closed as a subset of M̄ and does not intersect

I
±) is contained in a slice �. If �

0 is contained in the time-sheet ⌧ then �
0
✓ � := � \ ⌧ 2 �⌧ and

30 It is clear that such a vector field exists on a su�ciently small patch of M̄. The following construction shows
that there is no global obstruction to its existence: start from an atlas of charts for M̄, define such a vector field on
each chart, and average them on the overlaps using a partition of unity. Alternatively, the standard argument for the
existence of a globally defined timelike vector field on a Lorentzian manifold, using an auxiliary Riemannian metric (see
e.g. p. 39 of [25]), can be upgraded in the presence of a boundary to ensure that the vector field is tangent to the timelike
parts of the boundary.

31 We use the symbol S here (and below, where we define a third quantity Sc) to emphasize the parallel to the
maximin formula for holographic entanglement entropy. However, in this setting, which is much more general than
standard holographic spacetimes and where (as we will see) the three quantities S�, S+, and Sc are not necessarily
equal, we make no claim for any of them being an entropy.

32 Swapping the order of the minimization and maximization in the maximin formula was also considered in [26].
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Figure 1. Schematic summary diagram of spacetime setup. The boundary of the spacetime M̄ consists

of the conformal boundary N = D(A) [ D(B) (the right and left sides respectively); the future boundary

I+ (top faces); the past boundary I� (bottom faces); and possibly an end-of-the-world brane I0 (front and

back faces). I± are spacelike and/or null. I0 may be empty; otherwise it is timelike. If the bulk M is the

entanglement wedge of AB within a larger holographic spacetime, then I0 includes the HRT surface for AB,

thickened slightly in the time direction to make it codimension-1. The (blue) hypersurface � is a (Cauchy)

slice for M̄; its intersection with I0 is denoted �
0
� and its intersection with D(A) is denoted A�. The (yellow)

hypersurface ⌧ is a time-sheet homologous to D(A) (relative to I = I+ [ I� [ I0). The intersection � (red)

of slice � and timesheet ⌧ is a codimension-2 surface.

We also assume that every inextendible timelike curve in N is inextendible in M̄. This implies that,
for any � 2 S, � \ N is a (Cauchy) slice for N , and therefore that N is also globally hyperbolic. See
figure 1 for a summary of this setup.

We will make use of the following lemma:

Lemma 2.1. Any closed achronal subset of M̄ that does not intersect I
±

is contained in a bulk slice.

Proof. Let s be a closed achronal subset of M̄ that does not intersect I
±. Let � be a bulk slice and

define the following subset of M̄:

R := (J�(�) [ J
�(s)) \ I

+(s) . (2.4)

R is a closed subset of M̄ that obeys J
�(R) = R. It is disjoint from I

+ and contains an open
neighborhood of I

�. Therefore its future boundary R \ I
�(R) is a bulk slice. Furthermore the future

boundary contains s.

Given that N is globally hyperbolic, each connected component Ni of N is globally hyperbolic
as well. Fix a slice ⌃i for each Ni; then ⌃ := [i⌃i is a slice for N . A boundary region A is defined
as the union of a set of the ⌃i; its boundary causal domain D(A) is the union of the corresponding
Ni.21 Regions A, B, . . . are disjoint. With a few exceptions (namely in subsections 4.3 and 6.3), we

21 Importantly, nothing we do will depend on the choice of boundary slices ⌃i. In fact, there will be no dependence
of anything on A except through D(A). A thus essentially just serves as a label for D(A) and associated objects and
quantities.
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Alternatively, in order to put the space and time variations in (3.1) on an equal footing, we can
change the minimization domain so that it does not depend on the maximization variable �. This can
be done by thinking of the surface � as the intersection of the slice � with a time-sheet ⌧ 2 T (where
T is the set of time-sheets homologous to D(A) relative to I), as justified by the following lemma:

Lemma 3.1. Fix � 2 S. For any ⌧ 2 T, � \ ⌧ 2 ��. Conversely, for any � 2 ��, there exists a ⌧ 2 T

such that � \ ⌧ = �.

Proof. Given ⌧ 2 T, � \ ⌧ is homologous to A� on � (relative to �
0

�
) via the intersection of � with

the spacetime homology region between D(A) and ⌧ ; and it does not intersect N (since ⌧ does not
intersect N ). Hence it is in ��.

For the converse, let t
µ be a continuous future-directed timelike vector field on M̄ that is tangent

to N and I
0.30 The integral curves of t

µ pass through every point of M̄, and each curve starts on
I

�, ends on I
+, and lies entirely in M (except its endpoints), in N , or in I

0. Given � 2 ��, let r�

be the homology region on � between A� and �. The surface � can be extended into a time-sheet ⌧

by following the integral curves of t
µ in both directions. ⌧ is homologous to D(A) (relative to I) via

the corresponding extension of r�.

With this lemma in hand, we can replace the minimization over � in (3.1) with a minimization
over ⌧ :

S� = sup
�2S

inf
⌧2T

area(� \ ⌧) . (3.5)

The formula (3.5) invites us to switch the order of the minimization and maximization. We therefore
also define the following “minimax” quantity:31,32

S+ := inf
⌧2T

sup
�2S

area(� \ ⌧) . (3.6)

Recalling that �⌧ is the set of surfaces � = ⌧ \ � for some � 2 S, we can write this

S+ = inf
⌧2T

sup
�2�⌧

area(�) , (3.7)

expressing the minimax quantity in a form analogous to (3.1).

By lemma 2.1, any achronal surface �
0 (that is closed as a subset of M̄ and does not intersect

I
±) is contained in a slice �. If �

0 is contained in the time-sheet ⌧ then �
0
✓ � := � \ ⌧ 2 �⌧ and

30 It is clear that such a vector field exists on a su�ciently small patch of M̄. The following construction shows
that there is no global obstruction to its existence: start from an atlas of charts for M̄, define such a vector field on
each chart, and average them on the overlaps using a partition of unity. Alternatively, the standard argument for the
existence of a globally defined timelike vector field on a Lorentzian manifold, using an auxiliary Riemannian metric (see
e.g. p. 39 of [25]), can be upgraded in the presence of a boundary to ensure that the vector field is tangent to the timelike
parts of the boundary.

31 We use the symbol S here (and below, where we define a third quantity Sc) to emphasize the parallel to the
maximin formula for holographic entanglement entropy. However, in this setting, which is much more general than
standard holographic spacetimes and where (as we will see) the three quantities S�, S+, and Sc are not necessarily
equal, we make no claim for any of them being an entropy.

32 Swapping the order of the minimization and maximization in the maximin formula was also considered in [26].
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Figure 1. Schematic summary diagram of spacetime setup. The boundary of the spacetime M̄ consists

of the conformal boundary N = D(A) [ D(B) (the right and left sides respectively); the future boundary

I+ (top faces); the past boundary I� (bottom faces); and possibly an end-of-the-world brane I0 (front and

back faces). I± are spacelike and/or null. I0 may be empty; otherwise it is timelike. If the bulk M is the

entanglement wedge of AB within a larger holographic spacetime, then I0 includes the HRT surface for AB,

thickened slightly in the time direction to make it codimension-1. The (blue) hypersurface � is a (Cauchy)

slice for M̄; its intersection with I0 is denoted �
0
� and its intersection with D(A) is denoted A�. The (yellow)

hypersurface ⌧ is a time-sheet homologous to D(A) (relative to I = I+ [ I� [ I0). The intersection � (red)

of slice � and timesheet ⌧ is a codimension-2 surface.

We also assume that every inextendible timelike curve in N is inextendible in M̄. This implies that,
for any � 2 S, � \ N is a (Cauchy) slice for N , and therefore that N is also globally hyperbolic. See
figure 1 for a summary of this setup.

We will make use of the following lemma:

Lemma 2.1. Any closed achronal subset of M̄ that does not intersect I
±

is contained in a bulk slice.

Proof. Let s be a closed achronal subset of M̄ that does not intersect I
±. Let � be a bulk slice and

define the following subset of M̄:

R := (J�(�) [ J
�(s)) \ I

+(s) . (2.4)

R is a closed subset of M̄ that obeys J
�(R) = R. It is disjoint from I

+ and contains an open
neighborhood of I

�. Therefore its future boundary R \ I
�(R) is a bulk slice. Furthermore the future

boundary contains s.

Given that N is globally hyperbolic, each connected component Ni of N is globally hyperbolic
as well. Fix a slice ⌃i for each Ni; then ⌃ := [i⌃i is a slice for N . A boundary region A is defined
as the union of a set of the ⌃i; its boundary causal domain D(A) is the union of the corresponding
Ni.21 Regions A, B, . . . are disjoint. With a few exceptions (namely in subsections 4.3 and 6.3), we

21 Importantly, nothing we do will depend on the choice of boundary slices ⌃i. In fact, there will be no dependence
of anything on A except through D(A). A thus essentially just serves as a label for D(A) and associated objects and
quantities.
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area(�0)  area(�), so we can replace the maximization in (3.7) with one over achronal surfaces:33

S+ = inf
⌧2T

sup
�⇢⌧

achronal

area(�) . (3.8)

3.2 Minimax theory

In order to better understand the relation between the two quantities S� and S+ defined in the previous
subsection, we now make a short digression into minimax theory. This theory34 addresses the following
question: Given sets X, Y and a function f : X ⇥Y ! R, what can we say about the relation between
the maximin value sup

x2X
inf

y2Y
f(x, y) and the minimax value inf

y2Y
sup

x2X
f(x, y)? We start with

three elementary general facts.

• First, the maximin and minimax values are not necessarily equal. A simple counterexample is
given by setting X = Y = {1, 2} and f(x, y) = (�1)x+y; then

sup
x2X

inf
y2Y

f(x, y) = �1 , inf
y2Y

sup
x2X

f(x, y) = 1 . (3.9)

• The maximin and minimax nonetheless do obey a relation. Clearly, for any x0 2 X, y0 2 Y ,

inf
y2Y

f(x0, y)  f(x0, y0)  sup
x2X

f(x, y0) . (3.10)

Maximizing the left-hand side over x0 and minimizing the right-hand side over y0 yields the
min-max inequality :

sup
x2X

inf
y2Y

f(x, y)  inf
y2Y

sup
x2X

f(x, y) . (3.11)

The min-max inequality can be understood in simple game-theory terms. Let X, Y represent the
set of possible strategies for the two players respectively in a single-round, zero-sum game, with
payout f(x, y) for player X and �f(x, y) for player Y . Then the maximin is the best outcome for
player X if she plays first, while the minimax is her best outcome if she plays second (assuming
player Y in each case is choosing his best strategy). The inequality (3.11) expresses the fact
that, in such a game, it is often better — and never worse — to play second, allowing one to use
knowledge of the other player’s move to one’s advantage. Consider the example of (3.9), which
corresponds to the children’s game of evens-and-odds; normally in this game the two players
play simultaneously, for the simple reason that otherwise the second player would always be able
to win.

In the setting of Lagrangian duality, the min-max inequality is responsible for the weak duality
property. With f the Lagrangian function, the dual pair of programs consists of maximizing
infy2Y f(x, y) and minimizing sup

x2X
f(x, y). By the min-max inequality, the optimal value of

the maximization problem is bounded above by the optimal value of the minimization problem.

33 The reader may wonder whether, by analogy with the maximax formula (3.4), S+ can be written in terms of
a “minimin” formula. Indeed, one may be tempted to apply the Lorentzian max cut-min flow theorem [18] to the
supremum in (3.7) in order to obtain a formula involving minimizing the flux of a timelike flow on a time-sheet (a
timelike flow being a covector field u obeying u 2 i+, |u| � 1, d⇤u = 0, ⇤u|I0\⌧

= 0). This would work if the supremum
in (3.8) were over surfaces � that are achronal within the time-sheet ⌧ ; whereas it is only over surfaces that are achronal
in the ambient spacetime M, a stronger condition. Nonetheless, in subsection 4.2.1, we will define a “time-sheet-flow”,
which is closely related to a Lorentzian flow living on a time-sheet and gives a sort of minimin formula for S+.

34 Minimax theory, which was born with J. von Neumann’s seminal work on game theory, continues to be an active
area of research in analysis, with applications to economics and many other fields. For an overview, see [27].
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Re-write more analogously to original maximin:

Naively:  apply Lorentzian min flow - max cut [VH, Headrick, ’17] on time-sheet 
flow to convert to "minimin"?

Subtlety:  that only requires achronality within time-sheet; for        we have a stronger 
condition of achronality in bulk...  (but OK in holography [Grimaldi, Grado-White, Headrick, VH: W.I.P])
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area(�0)  area(�), so we can replace the maximization in (3.7) with one over achronal surfaces:33

S+ = inf
⌧2T

sup
�⇢⌧

achronal

area(�) . (3.8)

3.2 Minimax theory

In order to better understand the relation between the two quantities S� and S+ defined in the previous
subsection, we now make a short digression into minimax theory. This theory34 addresses the following
question: Given sets X, Y and a function f : X ⇥Y ! R, what can we say about the relation between
the maximin value sup

x2X
inf

y2Y
f(x, y) and the minimax value inf

y2Y
sup

x2X
f(x, y)? We start with

three elementary general facts.

• First, the maximin and minimax values are not necessarily equal. A simple counterexample is
given by setting X = Y = {1, 2} and f(x, y) = (�1)x+y; then

sup
x2X

inf
y2Y

f(x, y) = �1 , inf
y2Y

sup
x2X

f(x, y) = 1 . (3.9)

• The maximin and minimax nonetheless do obey a relation. Clearly, for any x0 2 X, y0 2 Y ,

inf
y2Y

f(x0, y)  f(x0, y0)  sup
x2X

f(x, y0) . (3.10)

Maximizing the left-hand side over x0 and minimizing the right-hand side over y0 yields the
min-max inequality :

sup
x2X

inf
y2Y

f(x, y)  inf
y2Y

sup
x2X

f(x, y) . (3.11)

The min-max inequality can be understood in simple game-theory terms. Let X, Y represent the
set of possible strategies for the two players respectively in a single-round, zero-sum game, with
payout f(x, y) for player X and �f(x, y) for player Y . Then the maximin is the best outcome for
player X if she plays first, while the minimax is her best outcome if she plays second (assuming
player Y in each case is choosing his best strategy). The inequality (3.11) expresses the fact
that, in such a game, it is often better — and never worse — to play second, allowing one to use
knowledge of the other player’s move to one’s advantage. Consider the example of (3.9), which
corresponds to the children’s game of evens-and-odds; normally in this game the two players
play simultaneously, for the simple reason that otherwise the second player would always be able
to win.

In the setting of Lagrangian duality, the min-max inequality is responsible for the weak duality
property. With f the Lagrangian function, the dual pair of programs consists of maximizing
infy2Y f(x, y) and minimizing sup

x2X
f(x, y). By the min-max inequality, the optimal value of

the maximization problem is bounded above by the optimal value of the minimization problem.

33 The reader may wonder whether, by analogy with the maximax formula (3.4), S+ can be written in terms of
a “minimin” formula. Indeed, one may be tempted to apply the Lorentzian max cut-min flow theorem [18] to the
supremum in (3.7) in order to obtain a formula involving minimizing the flux of a timelike flow on a time-sheet (a
timelike flow being a covector field u obeying u 2 i+, |u| � 1, d⇤u = 0, ⇤u|I0\⌧

= 0). This would work if the supremum
in (3.8) were over surfaces � that are achronal within the time-sheet ⌧ ; whereas it is only over surfaces that are achronal
in the ambient spacetime M, a stronger condition. Nonetheless, in subsection 4.2.1, we will define a “time-sheet-flow”,
which is closely related to a Lorentzian flow living on a time-sheet and gives a sort of minimin formula for S+.

34 Minimax theory, which was born with J. von Neumann’s seminal work on game theory, continues to be an active
area of research in analysis, with applications to economics and many other fields. For an overview, see [27].
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34 Minimax theory, which was born with J. von Neumann’s seminal work on game theory, continues to be an active
area of research in analysis, with applications to economics and many other fields. For an overview, see [27].
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3.2 Minimax theory

In order to better understand the relation between the two quantities S� and S+ defined in the previous
subsection, we now make a short digression into minimax theory. This theory34 addresses the following
question: Given sets X, Y and a function f : X ⇥Y ! R, what can we say about the relation between
the maximin value sup

x2X
inf

y2Y
f(x, y) and the minimax value inf

y2Y
sup

x2X
f(x, y)? We start with

three elementary general facts.

• First, the maximin and minimax values are not necessarily equal. A simple counterexample is
given by setting X = Y = {1, 2} and f(x, y) = (�1)x+y; then

sup
x2X

inf
y2Y

f(x, y) = �1 , inf
y2Y

sup
x2X

f(x, y) = 1 . (3.9)

• The maximin and minimax nonetheless do obey a relation. Clearly, for any x0 2 X, y0 2 Y ,

inf
y2Y

f(x0, y)  f(x0, y0)  sup
x2X

f(x, y0) . (3.10)
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The min-max inequality can be understood in simple game-theory terms. Let X, Y represent the
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that, in such a game, it is often better — and never worse — to play second, allowing one to use
knowledge of the other player’s move to one’s advantage. Consider the example of (3.9), which
corresponds to the children’s game of evens-and-odds; normally in this game the two players
play simultaneously, for the simple reason that otherwise the second player would always be able
to win.

In the setting of Lagrangian duality, the min-max inequality is responsible for the weak duality
property. With f the Lagrangian function, the dual pair of programs consists of maximizing
infy2Y f(x, y) and minimizing sup

x2X
f(x, y). By the min-max inequality, the optimal value of

the maximization problem is bounded above by the optimal value of the minimization problem.

33 The reader may wonder whether, by analogy with the maximax formula (3.4), S+ can be written in terms of
a “minimin” formula. Indeed, one may be tempted to apply the Lorentzian max cut-min flow theorem [18] to the
supremum in (3.7) in order to obtain a formula involving minimizing the flux of a timelike flow on a time-sheet (a
timelike flow being a covector field u obeying u 2 i+, |u| � 1, d⇤u = 0, ⇤u|I0\⌧

= 0). This would work if the supremum
in (3.8) were over surfaces � that are achronal within the time-sheet ⌧ ; whereas it is only over surfaces that are achronal
in the ambient spacetime M, a stronger condition. Nonetheless, in subsection 4.2.1, we will define a “time-sheet-flow”,
which is closely related to a Lorentzian flow living on a time-sheet and gives a sort of minimin formula for S+.

34 Minimax theory, which was born with J. von Neumann’s seminal work on game theory, continues to be an active
area of research in analysis, with applications to economics and many other fields. For an overview, see [27].
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since

Q:  when is the inequality saturated?    

when ∃ a global saddle point             saturating both inequalities• Finally, if there exists a pair (x0, y0) that saturates both inequalities in (3.10), then both the
minimax and maximin equal f(x0, y0), so the min-max inequality is saturated:

sup
x2X

inf
y2Y

f(x, y) = f(x0, y0) = inf
y2Y

sup
x2X

f(x, y) . (3.12)

Such a point is called a global saddle point.

A minimax theorem is a theorem giving su�cient conditions on X, Y , and f for the maximin to
equal the minimax. The first such theorem was von Neumann’s, which applies to a zero-sum game with
mixed strategies. A mixed strategy for player X is a vector of non-negative numbers xi (i = 1, . . . , n)
summing to 1, which can be thought of as a probability distribution over a set of n pure strategies; thus
X is the unit simplex in Rn. Similarly for player Y . Given a payout matrix Aij for the pure strategies,
we assume that the payout function is the expectation value of Aij over the joint distribution xiyj :

f(x, y) = xiAijyj . (3.13)

According to von Neumann’s theorem, for such a game, the minimax equals the maximin, hence the
second-player advantage we saw before is erased. For example, in the evens-and-odds game, player X’s
best strategy if she plays first is to choose equal weights for the two pure strategies, x1 = x2 = 1/2,
leading to a payout f = 0 regardless of player Y ’s strategy. The same holds for player Y , making it
irrelevant who plays first. (This is a simple example of a Nash equilibrium.)

In the case just discussed, the mixed-strategy maximin (and minimax) value 0 sits between the
pure-strategy maximin �1 and minimax 1. This holds generally:

max
i

min
j

Aij  sup
x2X

inf
y2Y

f(x, y) = inf
y2Y

sup
x2X

f(x, y)  min
j

max
i

Aij . (3.14)

Let us prove the first inequality. Consider a particular pure strategy ı̂ for player X. One possible
mixed strategy x̂ 2 X is to put all the weight on ı̂: x̂i := �iı̂. In that case

inf
y2Y

f(x̂, y) = inf
y2Y

Aı̂jyj = min
j

Aı̂j , (3.15)

so sup
x2X

infy2Y f(x, y) � minj Aı̂j . This holds for any ı̂, implying the first inequality.
Von Neumann’s theorem can be generalized to the case where X and Y are convex subsets of

a�ne spaces, at least one of them is compact, and f is concave-convex, i.e. concave in x for fixed y

and convex in y for fixed x. There are many results extending this theorem in various ways, including
to the infinite-dimensional case, with additional technical assumptions; see for example [28] and the
review [29]. As is our custom throughout this paper, we will proceed rather naively, as far as the
functional analysis is concerned, when applying ideas from convex optimization to function spaces.

3.3 Convex-concave formula

We now return to the setting at hand, and the maximin and minimax formulas (3.5), (3.6) respectively.
From the min-max inequality (3.11) we have

S�  S+ (3.16)

(thereby explaining the subscripts). Are there spacetimes where the two quantities are unequal? As
we will see, this depends on the assumptions one makes about the spacetime. In the very general
framework we use in this section, as set out in subsection 2.2 (essentially just global hyperbolicity),
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when      and      are convex subsets of affine spaces,  and     is concave-convex
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Toy spacetime

Easy to find example of spacetime (in our generalized setting) wherein 
maximin ≠ minimax:
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Figure 2. Penrose diagram of a spacetime in which S� 6= S+. The spacetime consists of a (D � 2)-sphere

fibered over a rectangular portion of 2-dimensional Minkowski space. The left and right sides of the rectangle

are D(A) and D(B) respectively, while the top and bottom are I± respectively. (I0 is empty in this example.)

The area of the sphere varies on the rectangle, being equal to a� on the yellow portion and a+ > a� on the

purple stripe. The edges of the purple stripe are moving at a constant speed � < 1, and furthermore the point

xB is timelike-related to xA (xB 2 I
+(xA)) implying that no slice lies entirely within the purple stripe. Since

every slice � passes through the a� region, inf�2�� area(�)  a�; furthermore, this inequality is saturated

by spherically-symmetric slices, so S� = a�. On the other hand, every time-sheet ⌧ passes through the a+

region, so sup
�2�⌧

area(�) � a+; furthermore, this inequality is saturated by any time-sheet that is spherically

symmetric and does not have any seams, so S+ = a+. As expected, S�  S+. Note that this spacetime does

not obey the null energy condition, as can be seen from the fact that the area of a spherical null congruence

starting in the a� region initially has vanishing expansion, yet, if it enters the a+ region, its area increases.

(Observe however that, if we replaced the a� in the lower portion of the figure by an area a++ > a+, the

maximin and minimax values would coincide and both equal a++.)

one can indeed construct spacetimes with a gap between the maximin and minimax; an example is
shown in figure 2. On the other hand, in section 6, we will use Wall’s results [2] to show that, under
standard assumptions about holographic spacetimes (specifically, the null energy condition and AdS
boundary conditions), the HRT surface is a global saddle point, and therefore its area equals both S�

and S+.
For the next few sections, we will instead close the gap between the maximin and minimax by

following von Neumann’s method of allowing “mixed strategies”, in other words by convex-relaxing
the domains S of slices and T of time-sheets. The standard method for convex-relaxing such sets of
hypersurfaces is to introduce a scalar function obeying certain boundary conditions, whose level sets
represent a “smeared” hypersurface. (For an overview and details, see [18].) Specifically, a convex
combination of slices is represented by a function � on M̄:35

Sc :=

⇢
� : M̄ !


�

1

2
,
1

2

� ���� �|I± = ±
1

2
, d� 2 j+

�
. (3.17)

Given � 2 Sc, for any t 2 (�1/2, 1/2), the level set �t, defined as the future boundary of the region
where �  t, is a slice. A single slice � is represented by the step function with � = ±1/2 on I

±(�).

35 Note that the restriction of � to lie in the interval [�1/2, 1/2] is automatic, given the other constraints on � and
the fact that every point in M̄ lies on a causal curve starting in I

+ and ending in I
�.
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(If � touches I
±, then imagine deforming it infinitesimally away from those boundaries.) Similarly, a

convex combination of time-sheets is represented by a function  :

T̃c :=

⇢
 : M̄ !


�

1

2
,
1

2

� ����  |D(A) = �
1

2
,  |D(B) =

1

2
, d spacelike or 0

�
. (3.18)

Given  2 T̃c, for any s 2 (�1/2, 1/2), the level set ⌧s of  is a time-sheet in T. A single time-sheet
⌧ 2 T would be represented by the step function with  = �1/2 on the spacetime homology region
between D(A) and ⌧ , and  = 1/2 on the complement. Given � 2 Sc,  2 T̃c, the area of the
intersection of the respective level sets �t, ⌧s, averaged over t and s, can, by a generalization of the
coarea formula, be expresssed as an integral over M:

f [�, ] :=

Z
1/2

�1/2

dt

Z
1/2

�1/2

ds area(�t \ ⌧s) =

Z

M

p
g |d� ^ d | (� 2 Sc, 2 T̃c) . (3.19)

So far, so good. However, our job of convex relaxing is not finished: while Sc is a convex set, T̃c is
not, since the spacelike or vanishing covectors do not form a convex subset of the cotangent space at
a point on M̄. The convex hull of this subset is the entire cotangent space, leading us to simply drop
the condition on d , and define the relaxed time-sheet set as follows:36

Tc :=

⇢
 : M̄ !


�

1

2
,
1

2

� ����  |D(A) = �
1

2
,  |D(B) =

1

2

�
. (3.20)

The level sets of  2 Tc are still hypersurfaces homologous to D(A), but they are no longer necessarily
everywhere timelike. We must also correspondingly extend the definition of the objective functional f

to Sc ⇥Tc. Recall that we want the objective to be concave with respect to � and convex with respect
to  . Luckily, it is possible to extend the definition (3.19) to this larger domain while satisfying this
condition. In fact, as shown in lemma 2.3, the extension is unique, and given by the wedgedot pairing:

f [�, ] :=

Z

M

p
g |d� ·̂ d | (� 2 Sc, 2 Tc) . (3.21)

where |W ·̂ X| := max{|W ^ X|, |W · X|}. (See lemma 2.3 for more properties of this function, which
will play a starring role throughout this paper.) This amounts to adjusting the area functional in
regions where the  level set ⌧s is not timelike:

f [�, ] =

Z
1/2

�1/2

dt

Z
1/2

�1/2

ds area0(�t, ⌧s) , (3.22)

where

area0(�, ⌧) :=

Z

�\⌧

p

h ⇥

(
1 (⌧ timelike or null at �)

coth� (⌧ spacelike at �)
, (3.23)

h is the determinant of the metric on � \ ⌧ , and � is the dihedral boost angle between � and ⌧ (in
other words, the dot product of their future-directed unit normals equals � cosh�).

36 The restriction of  to lie in the interval [�1/2, 1/2] in the definition of Tc is actually optional. Dropping it simply
leads to extra, superfluous level sets, and doesn’t change the optimal value of any of the functionals we consider. See
subsection 4.4.2 for details.
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future-directed causal 1-form
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2
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�
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Given  2 T̃c, for any s 2 (�1/2, 1/2), the level set ⌧s of  is a time-sheet in T. A single time-sheet
⌧ 2 T would be represented by the step function with  = �1/2 on the spacetime homology region
between D(A) and ⌧ , and  = 1/2 on the complement. Given � 2 Sc,  2 T̃c, the area of the
intersection of the respective level sets �t, ⌧s, averaged over t and s, can, by a generalization of the
coarea formula, be expresssed as an integral over M:
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So far, so good. However, our job of convex relaxing is not finished: while Sc is a convex set, T̃c is
not, since the spacelike or vanishing covectors do not form a convex subset of the cotangent space at
a point on M̄. The convex hull of this subset is the entire cotangent space, leading us to simply drop
the condition on d , and define the relaxed time-sheet set as follows:36
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The level sets of  2 Tc are still hypersurfaces homologous to D(A), but they are no longer necessarily
everywhere timelike. We must also correspondingly extend the definition of the objective functional f

to Sc ⇥Tc. Recall that we want the objective to be concave with respect to � and convex with respect
to  . Luckily, it is possible to extend the definition (3.19) to this larger domain while satisfying this
condition. In fact, as shown in lemma 2.3, the extension is unique, and given by the wedgedot pairing:

f [�, ] :=

Z

M

p
g |d� ·̂ d | (� 2 Sc, 2 Tc) . (3.21)

where |W ·̂ X| := max{|W ^ X|, |W · X|}. (See lemma 2.3 for more properties of this function, which
will play a starring role throughout this paper.) This amounts to adjusting the area functional in
regions where the  level set ⌧s is not timelike:

f [�, ] =

Z
1/2

�1/2

dt

Z
1/2

�1/2

ds area0(�t, ⌧s) , (3.22)

where

area0(�, ⌧) :=

Z

�\⌧

p

h ⇥

(
1 (⌧ timelike or null at �)

coth� (⌧ spacelike at �)
, (3.23)

h is the determinant of the metric on � \ ⌧ , and � is the dihedral boost angle between � and ⌧ (in
other words, the dot product of their future-directed unit normals equals � cosh�).

36 The restriction of  to lie in the interval [�1/2, 1/2] in the definition of Tc is actually optional. Dropping it simply
leads to extra, superfluous level sets, and doesn’t change the optimal value of any of the functionals we consider. See
subsection 4.4.2 for details.
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(If � touches I
±, then imagine deforming it infinitesimally away from those boundaries.) Similarly, a

convex combination of time-sheets is represented by a function  :

T̃c :=

⇢
 : M̄ !


�

1

2
,
1

2

� ����  |D(A) = �
1

2
,  |D(B) =

1

2
, d spacelike or 0

�
. (3.18)

Given  2 T̃c, for any s 2 (�1/2, 1/2), the level set ⌧s of  is a time-sheet in T. A single time-sheet
⌧ 2 T would be represented by the step function with  = �1/2 on the spacetime homology region
between D(A) and ⌧ , and  = 1/2 on the complement. Given � 2 Sc,  2 T̃c, the area of the
intersection of the respective level sets �t, ⌧s, averaged over t and s, can, by a generalization of the
coarea formula, be expresssed as an integral over M:

f [�, ] :=

Z
1/2

�1/2

dt

Z
1/2

�1/2

ds area(�t \ ⌧s) =

Z

M

p
g |d� ^ d | (� 2 Sc, 2 T̃c) . (3.19)

So far, so good. However, our job of convex relaxing is not finished: while Sc is a convex set, T̃c is
not, since the spacelike or vanishing covectors do not form a convex subset of the cotangent space at
a point on M̄. The convex hull of this subset is the entire cotangent space, leading us to simply drop
the condition on d , and define the relaxed time-sheet set as follows:36

Tc :=

⇢
 : M̄ !


�

1

2
,
1

2

� ����  |D(A) = �
1

2
,  |D(B) =

1

2

�
. (3.20)

The level sets of  2 Tc are still hypersurfaces homologous to D(A), but they are no longer necessarily
everywhere timelike. We must also correspondingly extend the definition of the objective functional f

to Sc ⇥Tc. Recall that we want the objective to be concave with respect to � and convex with respect
to  . Luckily, it is possible to extend the definition (3.19) to this larger domain while satisfying this
condition. In fact, as shown in lemma 2.3, the extension is unique, and given by the wedgedot pairing:

f [�, ] :=

Z

M

p
g |d� ·̂ d | (� 2 Sc, 2 Tc) . (3.21)

where |W ·̂ X| := max{|W ^ X|, |W · X|}. (See lemma 2.3 for more properties of this function, which
will play a starring role throughout this paper.) This amounts to adjusting the area functional in
regions where the  level set ⌧s is not timelike:

f [�, ] =

Z
1/2

�1/2

dt

Z
1/2

�1/2

ds area0(�t, ⌧s) , (3.22)

where

area0(�, ⌧) :=

Z

�\⌧

p

h ⇥

(
1 (⌧ timelike or null at �)

coth� (⌧ spacelike at �)
, (3.23)

h is the determinant of the metric on � \ ⌧ , and � is the dihedral boost angle between � and ⌧ (in
other words, the dot product of their future-directed unit normals equals � cosh�).

36 The restriction of  to lie in the interval [�1/2, 1/2] in the definition of Tc is actually optional. Dropping it simply
leads to extra, superfluous level sets, and doesn’t change the optimal value of any of the functionals we consider. See
subsection 4.4.2 for details.
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generalize the area of intersection of hypersurfaces:

wedgedot pairing

(If � touches I
±, then imagine deforming it infinitesimally away from those boundaries.) Similarly, a

convex combination of time-sheets is represented by a function  :

T̃c :=
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 : M̄ !
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Given  2 T̃c, for any s 2 (�1/2, 1/2), the level set ⌧s of  is a time-sheet in T. A single time-sheet
⌧ 2 T would be represented by the step function with  = �1/2 on the spacetime homology region
between D(A) and ⌧ , and  = 1/2 on the complement. Given � 2 Sc,  2 T̃c, the area of the
intersection of the respective level sets �t, ⌧s, averaged over t and s, can, by a generalization of the
coarea formula, be expresssed as an integral over M:

f [�, ] :=

Z
1/2

�1/2

dt

Z
1/2

�1/2

ds area(�t \ ⌧s) =

Z

M

p
g |d� ^ d | (� 2 Sc, 2 T̃c) . (3.19)

So far, so good. However, our job of convex relaxing is not finished: while Sc is a convex set, T̃c is
not, since the spacelike or vanishing covectors do not form a convex subset of the cotangent space at
a point on M̄. The convex hull of this subset is the entire cotangent space, leading us to simply drop
the condition on d , and define the relaxed time-sheet set as follows:36

Tc :=

⇢
 : M̄ !


�

1

2
,
1

2

� ����  |D(A) = �
1

2
,  |D(B) =

1

2

�
. (3.20)

The level sets of  2 Tc are still hypersurfaces homologous to D(A), but they are no longer necessarily
everywhere timelike. We must also correspondingly extend the definition of the objective functional f

to Sc ⇥Tc. Recall that we want the objective to be concave with respect to � and convex with respect
to  . Luckily, it is possible to extend the definition (3.19) to this larger domain while satisfying this
condition. In fact, as shown in lemma 2.3, the extension is unique, and given by the wedgedot pairing:

f [�, ] :=

Z

M

p
g |d� ·̂ d | (� 2 Sc, 2 Tc) . (3.21)

where |W ·̂ X| := max{|W ^ X|, |W · X|}. (See lemma 2.3 for more properties of this function, which
will play a starring role throughout this paper.) This amounts to adjusting the area functional in
regions where the  level set ⌧s is not timelike:

f [�, ] =

Z
1/2

�1/2

dt

Z
1/2

�1/2

ds area0(�t, ⌧s) , (3.22)

where

area0(�, ⌧) :=

Z

�\⌧

p

h ⇥

(
1 (⌧ timelike or null at �)

coth� (⌧ spacelike at �)
, (3.23)

h is the determinant of the metric on � \ ⌧ , and � is the dihedral boost angle between � and ⌧ (in
other words, the dot product of their future-directed unit normals equals � cosh�).

36 The restriction of  to lie in the interval [�1/2, 1/2] in the definition of Tc is actually optional. Dropping it simply
leads to extra, superfluous level sets, and doesn’t change the optimal value of any of the functionals we consider. See
subsection 4.4.2 for details.
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(If � touches I
±, then imagine deforming it infinitesimally away from those boundaries.) Similarly, a

convex combination of time-sheets is represented by a function  :

T̃c :=

⇢
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. (3.18)

Given  2 T̃c, for any s 2 (�1/2, 1/2), the level set ⌧s of  is a time-sheet in T. A single time-sheet
⌧ 2 T would be represented by the step function with  = �1/2 on the spacetime homology region
between D(A) and ⌧ , and  = 1/2 on the complement. Given � 2 Sc,  2 T̃c, the area of the
intersection of the respective level sets �t, ⌧s, averaged over t and s, can, by a generalization of the
coarea formula, be expresssed as an integral over M:

f [�, ] :=

Z
1/2

�1/2

dt

Z
1/2

�1/2

ds area(�t \ ⌧s) =

Z

M

p
g |d� ^ d | (� 2 Sc, 2 T̃c) . (3.19)

So far, so good. However, our job of convex relaxing is not finished: while Sc is a convex set, T̃c is
not, since the spacelike or vanishing covectors do not form a convex subset of the cotangent space at
a point on M̄. The convex hull of this subset is the entire cotangent space, leading us to simply drop
the condition on d , and define the relaxed time-sheet set as follows:36

Tc :=

⇢
 : M̄ !


�

1

2
,
1

2

� ����  |D(A) = �
1

2
,  |D(B) =

1

2

�
. (3.20)

The level sets of  2 Tc are still hypersurfaces homologous to D(A), but they are no longer necessarily
everywhere timelike. We must also correspondingly extend the definition of the objective functional f

to Sc ⇥Tc. Recall that we want the objective to be concave with respect to � and convex with respect
to  . Luckily, it is possible to extend the definition (3.19) to this larger domain while satisfying this
condition. In fact, as shown in lemma 2.3, the extension is unique, and given by the wedgedot pairing:

f [�, ] :=

Z

M

p
g |d� ·̂ d | (� 2 Sc, 2 Tc) . (3.21)

where |W ·̂ X| := max{|W ^ X|, |W · X|}. (See lemma 2.3 for more properties of this function, which
will play a starring role throughout this paper.) This amounts to adjusting the area functional in
regions where the  level set ⌧s is not timelike:

f [�, ] =

Z
1/2

�1/2

dt

Z
1/2

�1/2

ds area0(�t, ⌧s) , (3.22)

where

area0(�, ⌧) :=

Z

�\⌧

p

h ⇥

(
1 (⌧ timelike or null at �)

coth� (⌧ spacelike at �)
, (3.23)

h is the determinant of the metric on � \ ⌧ , and � is the dihedral boost angle between � and ⌧ (in
other words, the dot product of their future-directed unit normals equals � cosh�).

36 The restriction of  to lie in the interval [�1/2, 1/2] in the definition of Tc is actually optional. Dropping it simply
leads to extra, superfluous level sets, and doesn’t change the optimal value of any of the functionals we consider. See
subsection 4.4.2 for details.
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with



Convex relaxed "entropy"Since f is concave-convex, we expect its maximin and minimax values to agree,37 and we call this
value Sc (or Sc(A : B) if we need to make explicit the dependence on the boundary regions):

Sc := sup
�2Sc

inf
 2Tc

f [�, ] = inf
 2Tc

sup
�2Sc

f [�, ] . (3.24)

Furthermore, this value must sit between the non-convex maximin and minimax values, the analogue
of (3.14) in the game-theory setting:

S�  Sc  S+ . (3.25)

We can prove (3.25) by the same method. For the first inequality, choose a slice �̂, and let �̂ be the
corresponding step function, �̂ := ±1/2 on I

±(�̂). Then, for any  2 Tc,

f [�̂, ] =

Z
1/2

�1/2

ds area0(�̂, ⌧s) �

Z
1/2

�1/2

ds area(�̂ \ ⌧s) � inf
�2��̂

area(�) . (3.26)

In fact, these inequalities are tight, since, starting from the minimal surface �̂ on �̂, by lemma 3.1, one
can construct a time-sheet ⌧̂ 2 T such that �̂\ ⌧̂ = �̂, and from there set  equal to the corresponding
step function. Hence

inf
 2Tc

f [�̂, ] = inf
�2��̂

area(�) , (3.27)

which, by the definition of Sc, implies

Sc � inf
�2��̂

area(�) . (3.28)

Maximimizing the right-hand side over �̂ 2 S gives the first inequality in (3.25). The second inequality
is proven the same way, using the second formula for Sc in (3.24).

For a spacetime with a gap between S� and S+, such as the one shown in figure 2, Sc must
obviously di↵er from at least one of them. So we see that, in this case, convex relaxation is not an
innocent operation: smearing the slices and time-sheets can change the optimal value of the objective.
This is in contrast to the simpler Riemannian min cut and Lorentzian max cut programs, where the
convex relaxation does not change the optimal value of the objective. In the next section, we will
see in detail how this works for the spacetime of figure 2. But first we will rewrite the minimax and
maximin formulas for Sc as pure minimization and maximization programs, respectively.

4 Flows

In this section, we will derive, by Lagrange dualization starting from the convex-concave formula
(3.24), two new formulas for the quantity Sc. The first, in subsection 4.1, involves dualizing on  

for fixed � to obtain what we call the V-flow program, while the second, in subsection 4.2, involves
dualizing on � for fixed  to obtain the U-flow program. In subsection 4.3, we show that Sc obeys

37 Rigorously proving the equality of the minimax and maximin in this setting is outside the scope of this paper.
However, we can make a few very crude remarks in this direction. Minimax theorems valid for infinite-dimensional
spaces, such as Sion’s theorem [28], typically require, in addition to the objective function being convex-concave (or
some generalization thereof), a continuity assumption on the objective as well as a compactness assumption on the
domain of at least one of the variables. Since the integrand |d� ·̂d | in the definition of the functional f is a continuous
function of d� and d , we would expect f to be continuous with suitable mathematically precise definitions of the
function spaces Sc, Tc and topologies thereon. Furthermore, we would expect those function spaces to be compact, since
the functions’ domain M̄ and range [�1/2, 1/2] are both compact.
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convex-maximin convex-minimax

where

area0(�, ⌧) :=

Z

�\⌧

p

h ⇥

(
1 (⌧ timelike or null at �)

coth� (⌧ spacelike at �)
, (3.23)

h is the determinant of the metric on � \ ⌧ , and � is the dihedral boost angle between � and ⌧ (in
other words, the dot product of their future-directed unit normals equals � cosh�).

Since f is concave-convex, we expect its maximin and minimax values to agree,38 and we call this
value Sc (or Sc(A : B) if we need to make explicit the dependence on the boundary regions):

Sc := sup
�2Sc

inf
 2Tc

f [�, ] = inf
 2Tc

sup
�2Sc

f [�, ] . (3.24)

Furthermore, this value must sit between the non-convex maximin and minimax values, the analogue
of (3.14) in the game-theory setting:

S�  Sc  S+ . (3.25)

We can prove (3.25) by the same method. For the first inequality, choose a slice �̂, and let �̂ be the
corresponding step function, �̂ := ±1/2 on I

±(�̂). Then, for any  2 Tc,

f [�̂, ] =

Z
1/2

�1/2

ds area0(�̂, ⌧s) �

Z
1/2

�1/2

ds area(�̂ \ ⌧s) � inf
�2��̂

area(�) . (3.26)

In fact, these inequalities are tight, since, starting from the minimal surface �̂ on �̂, by lemma 3.1, one
can construct a time-sheet ⌧̂ 2 T such that �̂\ ⌧̂ = �̂, and from there set  equal to the corresponding
step function. Hence

inf
 2Tc

f [�̂, ] = inf
�2��̂

area(�) , (3.27)

which, by the definition of Sc, implies

Sc � inf
�2��̂

area(�) . (3.28)

Maximimizing the right-hand side over �̂ 2 S gives the first inequality in (3.25). The second inequality
is proven the same way, using the second formula for Sc in (3.24).

For a spacetime with a gap between S� and S+, such as the one shown in figure 2, Sc must
obviously di↵er from at least one of them. So we see that, in this case, convex relaxation is not an
innocent operation: smearing the slices and time-sheets can change the optimal value of the objective.
This is in contrast to the simpler Riemannian min cut and Lorentzian max cut programs, where the
convex relaxation does not change the optimal value of the objective. In the next section, we will
see in detail how this works for the spacetime of figure 2. But first we will rewrite the minimax and
maximin formulas for Sc as pure minimization and maximization programs, respectively.

38 Rigorously proving the equality of the minimax and maximin in this setting is outside the scope of this paper.
However, we can make a few very crude remarks in this direction. Minimax theorems valid for infinite-dimensional
spaces, such as Sion’s theorem [34], typically require, in addition to the objective function being convex-concave (or
some generalization thereof), a continuity assumption on the objective as well as a compactness assumption on the
domain of at least one of the variables. Since the integrand |d� ·̂d | in the definition of the functional f is a continuous
function of d� and d , we would expect f to be continuous with suitable mathematically precise definitions of the
function spaces Sc, Tc and topologies thereon. Furthermore, we would expect those function spaces to be compact, since
the functions’ domain M̄ and range [�1/2, 1/2] are both compact.
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must lie between non-convex values:

More suggestive formulation?   Lagrange dualize!   

(various possibilities...)

dualize on      for fixed
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V-flows & U-flows

the subadditivity inequality. To avoid interrupting the narrative, most of the derivations and proofs
are relegated to subsection 4.4.

As in the previous section, we assume the spacetime setup laid out in subsection 2.2. Except
in subsection 4.3, we fix regions A, B covering a boundary slice, so we continue to suppress the
dependence of them, e.g. writing Sc rather than Sc(A : B).

4.1 V-flows

In the first formula for Sc in (3.24), the minimization over  , for fixed �, defines a convex program.
It is therefore natural to apply Lagrange duality to this program to obtain a concave (maximization)
program. This dualization, which is carried out in subsection 4.4.2, is similar to the dualization in the
Riemannian setting of the relaxed min cut program to obtain the max flow program (see [18]). However,
this case is slightly more complicated because the integrand |d� ·̂ d | in the objective functional (3.21)
is more complicated than the relaxed min cut objective, which is simply |d |. Nonetheless, the main
features of the Riemannian max flow program remain: we are maximizing the flux of a divergenceless
1-form (which we call V ) subject to a norm bound and a no-flux boundary condition on the relative-
homology boundary (in this case I). However, the norm bound on V , which in the Riemannian case
is simply |v|  1, is more complicated here, and involves the 1-form d�. All in all, we have38

Sc = sup
V 2F

Z

D(A)

⇤V , (4.1)

where F is the set of V-flows, and a V-flow is a 1-form V obeying

d⇤V = 0 , ⇤V |I = 0 (4.2)

9� 2 Sc s.t. d�± V 2 j+ . (4.3)

We could have defined a V-flow as a pair (V,�) obeying the constraints of (4.2), (4.3). However, we
have chosen to treat � instead as an auxiliary variable whose job it is to enforce the norm bound.
Indeed, as we will show in subsection 4.1.3, it is possible to rewrite (4.3) without reference to �.

To understand the norm bound (4.3), it is important to understand the pointwise condition
d�± V 2 j+. For d� 2 i+, this condition is equivalent to |V?| + |Vk|  |d�|, where V?, Vk are the
projections of V orthogonal and parallel respectively to d�; or, to say it another way, V is required to
be in the “causal diamond” in the cotangent space with vertices ±d�. Note that this constraint allows
V to be timelike, spacelike, or null. For d� null, the diamond degenerates to a null line segment, and
V must be a convex combination of ±d�. In general, the larger d� is at a given point, the larger
V may be, and therefore the more flux can pass through the point. However, given the constraints
d� 2 j+, �|I± = ±1/2 in the definition of Sc, d� cannot be arbitrarily large everywhere in M, which
is ultimately what limits the total flux of V that can pass through the spacetime from D(A) to D(B).

4.1.1 Slice-flows

Recall from (3.2) that, given an (everywhere spacelike) slice �, a �-flow is a Riemannian flow with
respect to the induced metric on �. A particular kind of V-flow is a slice-flow, obtained from a �-flow
v on some slice � by setting

�|I±(�) = ±
1

2
, V = �(x0)vadx

a
, (4.4)

38 It is possible to dualize the program (4.1)–(4.3) on �, to obtain a maximin formula in terms of 1-forms U , V .
However, this formula does not tell us anything new. See subsection 4.4.2 for details.
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Since f is concave-convex, we expect its maximin and minimax values to agree,37 and we call this
value Sc (or Sc(A : B) if we need to make explicit the dependence on the boundary regions):

Sc := sup
�2Sc

inf
 2Tc

f [�, ] = inf
 2Tc

sup
�2Sc

f [�, ] . (3.24)

Furthermore, this value must sit between the non-convex maximin and minimax values, the analogue
of (3.14) in the game-theory setting:

S�  Sc  S+ . (3.25)

We can prove (3.25) by the same method. For the first inequality, choose a slice �̂, and let �̂ be the
corresponding step function, �̂ := ±1/2 on I

±(�̂). Then, for any  2 Tc,

f [�̂, ] =

Z
1/2

�1/2

ds area0(�̂, ⌧s) �

Z
1/2

�1/2

ds area(�̂ \ ⌧s) � inf
�2��̂

area(�) . (3.26)

In fact, these inequalities are tight, since, starting from the minimal surface �̂ on �̂, by lemma 3.1, one
can construct a time-sheet ⌧̂ 2 T such that �̂\ ⌧̂ = �̂, and from there set  equal to the corresponding
step function. Hence

inf
 2Tc

f [�̂, ] = inf
�2��̂

area(�) , (3.27)

which, by the definition of Sc, implies

Sc � inf
�2��̂

area(�) . (3.28)

Maximimizing the right-hand side over �̂ 2 S gives the first inequality in (3.25). The second inequality
is proven the same way, using the second formula for Sc in (3.24).

For a spacetime with a gap between S� and S+, such as the one shown in figure 2, Sc must
obviously di↵er from at least one of them. So we see that, in this case, convex relaxation is not an
innocent operation: smearing the slices and time-sheets can change the optimal value of the objective.
This is in contrast to the simpler Riemannian min cut and Lorentzian max cut programs, where the
convex relaxation does not change the optimal value of the objective. In the next section, we will
see in detail how this works for the spacetime of figure 2. But first we will rewrite the minimax and
maximin formulas for Sc as pure minimization and maximization programs, respectively.

4 Flows

In this section, we will derive, by Lagrange dualization starting from the convex-concave formula
(3.24), two new formulas for the quantity Sc. The first, in subsection 4.1, involves dualizing on  

for fixed � to obtain what we call the V-flow program, while the second, in subsection 4.2, involves
dualizing on � for fixed  to obtain the U-flow program. In subsection 4.3, we show that Sc obeys

37 Rigorously proving the equality of the minimax and maximin in this setting is outside the scope of this paper.
However, we can make a few very crude remarks in this direction. Minimax theorems valid for infinite-dimensional
spaces, such as Sion’s theorem [28], typically require, in addition to the objective function being convex-concave (or
some generalization thereof), a continuity assumption on the objective as well as a compactness assumption on the
domain of at least one of the variables. Since the integrand |d� ·̂d | in the definition of the functional f is a continuous
function of d� and d , we would expect f to be continuous with suitable mathematically precise definitions of the
function spaces Sc, Tc and topologies thereon. Furthermore, we would expect those function spaces to be compact, since
the functions’ domain M̄ and range [�1/2, 1/2] are both compact.
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Time-sheet bound: The second bound is a bound on the flux of a V-flow through an arbitrary
time-sheet ⌧ (not necessarily homologous to D(A), although that will be an important special case).
As we show in subsection 4.4.1 (see lemma 4.2), given an orthonormal pair of covectors (T, N) with
T 2 i+, the constraint d�± V 2 j+ implies41

N · V  �T · d� . (4.20)

The level sets of � on ⌧ can be written in terms of its level sets �t on M̄:

�t := �t \ ⌧ . (4.21)

We know from the fact that d� 2 j+ that �t, and hence �t, is achronal. Assume temporarily that �t
is spacelike (or empty) for all t; we will use continuity to address the null or partly null case below.
Let N be the unit normal covector field on ⌧ and T the unit future-directed covector tangent to ⌧ and
normal to �⌧ . The flux density of V on ⌧ is N · V . The proper time between nearby surfaces �t and
�t+dt is dt/(�T · d�), so the flux per unit spatial area on �t in the strip of ⌧ between �t and �t+dt is
dt(N · V )/(�T · d�), which by (4.20) is bounded above by dt. Integrating over �t and over t, we find

Z

⌧

⇤V 

Z
1/2

�1/2

dt area(�t) . (4.22)

By continuity, (4.22) holds even when �t, for some values of t, is null or partly null (but still achronal).
The right-hand side of (4.22) is bounded above by the maximum area in �⌧ , so we have

Z

⌧

⇤V  sup
�2�⌧

area(�) . (4.23)

Again by continuity, (4.23) also holds when ⌧ is null or partly null. The bound (4.23) is the analogue
of the bound

R
�

⇤v  area(�) on the flux of a Riemannian flow through a surface �. It implies for
example that an observer who carries a window of area a along his worldline will see a total flux of V

through the window over his lifetime that is bounded above by a.
When applied to a time-sheet ⌧ 2 T (i.e. a time-sheet homologous to D(A) relative to I), (4.23)

bounds the flux of V through D(A):
Z

D(A)

⇤V =

Z

⌧

⇤V  sup
�2�⌧

area(�) , (4.24)

where in the first equality we used the constraints d⇤V = 0, ⇤V |I = 0. Maximizing the left-hand
side of (4.24) over V-flows and minimizing the right-hand side over time-sheets yields the inequality
Sc  S+, for which we sketched a di↵erent proof in subsection 3.3.

4.2 U-flows

In the previous subsection we started from the first, maximin formula for Sc in (3.24) and dualized
on  for fixed �. We can also start from the second, minimax formula, and dualize on � for fixed  .
The dualization is carried out in subsection 4.4.2. The result is a minimization convex program:42

Sc = inf
U2G

Z

I+

⇤U , (4.25)

41 In lemma 4.2, we also show the converse: if (W,V ) 2 j+ ⇥ T
⇤ obeys N · V  �T · W for any orthonormal pair

(T,N) with T 2 i+, then W ± V 2 j+. Therefore, if we wish to use a scalar function and a local condition to guarantee
(4.22), then d�± V 2 j+ is the weakest condition we can impose.

42 It is possible to dualize (4.25) on  , to obtain a minimax formula in terms of 1-forms U , V . However, this formula
does not tell us anything new. See subsection 4.4.2 for details.
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the subadditivity inequality. To avoid interrupting the narrative, most of the derivations and proofs
are relegated to subsection 4.4.

As in the previous section, we assume the spacetime setup laid out in subsection 2.2. Except
in subsection 4.3, we fix regions A, B covering a boundary slice, so we continue to suppress the
dependence of them, e.g. writing Sc rather than Sc(A : B).

4.1 V-flows

In the first formula for Sc in (3.24), the minimization over  , for fixed �, defines a convex program.
It is therefore natural to apply Lagrange duality to this program to obtain a concave (maximization)
program. This dualization, which is carried out in subsection 4.4.2, is similar to the dualization in the
Riemannian setting of the relaxed min cut program to obtain the max flow program (see [18]). However,
this case is slightly more complicated because the integrand |d� ·̂ d | in the objective functional (3.21)
is more complicated than the relaxed min cut objective, which is simply |d |. Nonetheless, the main
features of the Riemannian max flow program remain: we are maximizing the flux of a divergenceless
1-form (which we call V ) subject to a norm bound and a no-flux boundary condition on the relative-
homology boundary (in this case I). However, the norm bound on V , which in the Riemannian case
is simply |v|  1, is more complicated here, and involves the 1-form d�. All in all, we have38

Sc = sup
V 2F

Z

D(A)

⇤V , (4.1)

where F is the set of V-flows, and a V-flow is a 1-form V obeying

d⇤V = 0 , ⇤V |I = 0 (4.2)

9� 2 Sc s.t. d�± V 2 j+ . (4.3)

We could have defined a V-flow as a pair (V,�) obeying the constraints of (4.2), (4.3). However, we
have chosen to treat � instead as an auxiliary variable whose job it is to enforce the norm bound.
Indeed, as we will show in subsection 4.1.3, it is possible to rewrite (4.3) without reference to �.

To understand the norm bound (4.3), it is important to understand the pointwise condition
d�± V 2 j+. For d� 2 i+, this condition is equivalent to |V?| + |Vk|  |d�|, where V?, Vk are the
projections of V orthogonal and parallel respectively to d�; or, to say it another way, V is required to
be in the “causal diamond” in the cotangent space with vertices ±d�. Note that this constraint allows
V to be timelike, spacelike, or null. For d� null, the diamond degenerates to a null line segment, and
V must be a convex combination of ±d�. In general, the larger d� is at a given point, the larger
V may be, and therefore the more flux can pass through the point. However, given the constraints
d� 2 j+, �|I± = ±1/2 in the definition of Sc, d� cannot be arbitrarily large everywhere in M, which
is ultimately what limits the total flux of V that can pass through the spacetime from D(A) to D(B).

4.1.1 Slice-flows

Recall from (3.2) that, given an (everywhere spacelike) slice �, a �-flow is a Riemannian flow with
respect to the induced metric on �. A particular kind of V-flow is a slice-flow, obtained from a �-flow
v on some slice � by setting

�|I±(�) = ±
1

2
, V = �(x0)vadx

a
, (4.4)

38 It is possible to dualize the program (4.1)–(4.3) on �, to obtain a maximin formula in terms of 1-forms U , V .
However, this formula does not tell us anything new. See subsection 4.4.2 for details.
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where G is the set of U-flows, and a U-flow is a 1-form U on M̄ satisfying

d⇤U = 0 , ⇤U |I0[N = 0 , (4.26)

9 2 Tc s.t. U ± d 2 j+ (4.27)

Here the condition U ± d 2 j+ appearing in the norm bound (4.27) imposes a lower bound on the
flux, requiring U 2 j+ and |U | � |d |.

The U-flow formula (4.25) is related to the V-flow one (4.1) via the minimax formulas (3.24).
These two formulas are also directly related by Lagrange duality on both variables, exchanging (V,�)
for (U, ); the dualization can be found in subsection 4.4.2. The relationships among these formulas
is summarized in the following diagram:

sup
�2Sc

inf
 2Tc

Z

M

p
g |d� ·̂ d |

minimax
 ������!

theorem

inf
 2Tc

sup
�2Sc

Z

M

p
g |d� ·̂ d |

 $ V

duality

x?y
x?y � $ U

duality

sup
V 2F

Z

D(A)

⇤V
(V,�)$(U, )

 �������!
duality

inf
U2G

Z

I+

⇤U

(4.28)

4.2.1 Time-sheet-flows

Analogously to the slice-flows discussed in subsection 4.1.1, we can define a time-sheet-flow as a U-
flow such that, for some time-sheet ⌧ 2 T,  = �1/2 on the spacetime homology region interpolating
between ⌧ and D(A), and  = 1/2 on the complement. The flux of a time-sheet-flow is bounded below
by the area of any surface � 2 �⌧ on ⌧ (see (4.45)), and in particular by the maximal-area surface:

Z

I+

⇤U � sup
�2�⌧

area(�) . (4.29)

In fact, as a consequence of the strong duality between the U and � programs, this inequality is
saturated. Given a time-sheet ⌧ 2 T and the corresponding function �, we have, for any  2 Sc,

Z

M

p
g |d� ·̂ d | =

Z

M

p
g |d� ^ d | =

Z
1/2

�1/2

dt area(⌧ \ �t)  sup
�2�⌧

area(�) , (4.30)

where �t is the level set of � with � = t and in the first equality we used the fact that ⌧ is everywhere
timelike so its normal covector d is everywhere spacelike. Strong duality of the U and � programs
says that the inf of the U objective equals the sup of the � objective (for fixed  ), so

inf
U

Z

I+

⇤U = sup
�2�⌧

area(�) , (4.31)

where the inf is over time-sheet-flows with fixed time-sheet ⌧ . Minimizing over time-sheets, we have,
analogously to (4.5),

S+ = inf
U time-sheet-flow

Z

I+

⇤U . (4.32)

So in a spacetime like that of figure 2 where Sc < S+, the flux cannot attain Sc. As with the slice-flows,
this is a case where the convex relaxation (going from time-sheet-flows to general U-flows) changes the
optimal value.
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V-flow: U-flow:

∀ bulk timelike curve,

The minimax surface is the HRT surface (or any of them, if there is more than one). The
minimizing time-sheet, on which the minimax surface is maximal, is highly non-unique; examples
include the entanglement horizon (boundary of the entanglement wedge) of A and that of B.

Max V-flow:

S(A) =
1

4GN

sup
V

Z

D(A)

⇤V . (0.2)

V is a 1-form in the bulk, and the objective is its flux through D(A). It is subject to a divergencelessness
condition (d ⇤ V = 0), a no-flux condition on Î

+
[ Î

�
[ Î

0, and a norm bound. The norm bound can
be expressed in two equivalent ways; the first is non-local while the second is local but involves an
auxiliary scalar field:

1. V = 0 in the bulk chronal future and past of @A, and, for every bulk timelike curve,
R

dt |V?|  1,
where t is the proper time along the curve and V? is the projection of V perpendicular to the
curve. Equivalently, the flux of V through any codimension-1 timelike ribbon of spatial area a

is bounded above by a.

2. There exists a function � in the bulk that equals ±1/2 on Î
±

[ J
±(@A), such that the 1-forms

d� ± V are everywhere future-directed causal.

We can equivalently trade the 1-form V for a set of “V-threads”, bulk curves connecting D(A) and
D(B). The first norm bound above would be interpreted as the statement that the total number
of threads crossing a window of area a being carried by an observer, over the observer’s lifetime, is
bounded above by a.

The V-threads are the covariant version of the bit threads introduced in [4]. They may be spread
out in time, but when collimated onto a single Cauchy slice, they reduce to Riemannian threads. A
crucial point is that, in covariantizing the threads, they remain 1-dimensional, rather than becoming
extended into world-sheets, and their endpoints remain spacetime points in D(A) and D(B), rather
than becoming world-lines.

The maximal V-flows (or V-thread configurations) are highly non-unique but are restricted to the
entanglement wedges W(A) and W(B), squeezing from the former to the latter via the HRT surface.

One important di↵erence between the V-flows and the Riemannian flows (or bit threads) is the
following. For Riemannian flows, the choice of boundary region A entered only in the objective (which
is the flux through A), but not in the definition of a flow. Here, however, the region A enters in the
norm bound. That being said, a uniform definition of a V-flow can be given for multiple boundary
regions A, B, . . ., provided they lie on a common boundary Cauchy slice, by replacing the entangling
surface @A entering in the norm bound (in either version) by the union of all of the entangling surfaces
@A [ @B [ · · · (which is equivalent to imposing the norm bound for all the regions simultaneously).
This uniform definition of a V-flow can be used, for example, to prove subadditivity or to compute
mutual informations. On the other hand, for boundary regions not lying on a common Cauchy slice,
the corresponding V-flow definitions di↵er essentially, and no uniform definition can be given.

Min U-flow:

S(A) =
1

4GN

inf
U

Z

�

⇤U . (0.3)

U is a 1-form in the bulk, and the objective is its flux through any bulk Cauchy slice � containing @A.
It is subject to a divergencelessness condition (d ⇤ U = 0), a no-flux condition on D(A) [ D(B) [ Î

0,
and a norm bound. The norm bound, which is a lower bound on the norm, in contrast to the upper
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∀ bulk spacelike curve from D(A) to D(B),

bound constraining the V-flow, can be expressed in two equivalent ways; the first is non-local while
the second is local but involves an auxiliary scalar field:

1. For every spacelike bulk curve connecting D(A) to D(B),
R

ds |U?| � 1, where s is the proper
length along the curve and U? is the projection of U perpendicular to the curve.

2. There exists a function  in the bulk that equals �1/2 on D(A) and +1/2 on D(B), such that
the 1-forms U ± d are everywhere future-directed causal.

We can equivalently trade the 1-form U for a set of timelike “U-threads” beginning on the boundary
region Î

�
[ J

�(@A) and ending on Î
+

[ J
+(@A).

The minimal U-flows (or U-thread configurations) are highly non-unique, but are restricted to the
bulk regions J±(�

HRT
(A)), squeezing from the former to the latter via the HRT surface and avoiding

the entanglement wedges W(A) and W(B).

Possible applications of these new formulations of the HRT formula are outside the scope of this
paper, but since di↵erent ways of writing a given quantity are often useful for di↵erent purposes, it is
generally advantageous to have as many such ways as possible. As one example, the formulas (0.2),
(0.3) define convex programs (which are actually Lagrange duals of each other), which may make them
particularly amenable to numerical computation. Some of the new formulations may also be useful
for proving general properties of holographic entanglement entropies, such as inequalities they obey.
The new formulations may also have conceptual implications for our understanding of the relationship
between geometry and entanglement in quantum gravity.

1 Introduction

In this paper we develop a set of new, fully covariant geometrical prescriptions for holographic entan-
glement entropy. These formulas are equivalent — but not obviously so — to the HRT and maximin
formulas [1, 5]. We begin by providing, in this section, a self-contained introduction and summary of
our results. We motivate the need for such reformulations in subsection 1.1 and review the previously
obtained prescriptions in 1.2. The reader familiar with the HRT, maximin, and Riemannian bit thread
prescriptions is invited to skip to subsection 1.3, which attempts to motivate intuitively what we might
expect in covariantizing the bit threads and what further physical insight might be gained. Subsection
1.4 then describes the key aspects of the actual results, but still focusing on the conceptual rather
than the technical side. In 1.5 we give a detailed outline of the rest of the paper.

1.1 Motivation

Holographic entanglement entropy (HEE) o↵ers intriguing insights into the bulk geometry of holo-
graphic dualities. Indeed, many now suspect that entanglement crucially underlies the emergence of
spacetime, stimulating the investigation of entanglement structure in holography. An early hint at
an interesting relation between spacetime geometry and entanglement came with the Ryu-Takayanagi
(RT) prescription [6, 7], promptly uplifted to a fully covariant formulation in general time-dependent
context by Hubeny-Rangamani-Takayanagi (HRT) [5]: The entanglement entropy S(A) of a boundary
region A is given by the proper area of a smallest-area bulk codimension-2 extremal surface �

HRT
(A)

homologous to A.2 The fact that the HRT prescription relates a simple geometric construct, the ex-

2 The homology condition can be rephrased as the existence of a homology region whose boundary consists only of
A and �

HRT
(A) (the two meeting on the boundary at the entangling surface @A).
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V and U threads

Define "threads"
integral curves of vector field dual to V,  or (D-1)-form *V   (oriented, can't intersect)

unoriented curves obeying a density bound

density bounds are non-local, and reinforce each other
U-threads effectively form a barrier separating D(A) from D(B)
V-threads covariantize the original bit threads

V-thread = curve between             and 
<latexit sha1_base64="ZjtK5TyL0EUuoOsvyqmseqIPHEY=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRahXsquKHqSih48VrAf0C4lm2bb0CS7JFmhLP0LXjwo4tU/5M1/Y7bdg7Y+GHi8N8PMvCDmTBvX/XYKK6tr6xvFzdLW9s7uXnn/oKWjRBHaJBGPVCfAmnImadMww2knVhSLgNN2ML7N/PYTVZpF8tFMYuoLPJQsZASbTLqr3pz2yxW35s6AlomXkwrkaPTLX71BRBJBpSEca9313Nj4KVaGEU6npV6iaYzJGA9p11KJBdV+Ort1ik6sMkBhpGxJg2bq74kUC60nIrCdApuRXvQy8T+vm5jwyk+ZjBNDJZkvChOOTISyx9GAKUoMn1iCiWL2VkRGWGFibDwlG4K3+PIyaZ3VvIua+3BeqV/ncRThCI6hCh5cQh3uoQFNIDCCZ3iFN0c4L8678zFvLTj5zCH8gfP5A+TtjXg=</latexit>

D(A)
<latexit sha1_base64="hhhBN+KuTGeySuOHP0UYG5423jk=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRahXsquKHqSoh48VrAf0C4lm2bb0CS7JFmhLP0LXjwo4tU/5M1/Y7bdg7Y+GHi8N8PMvCDmTBvX/XYKK6tr6xvFzdLW9s7uXnn/oKWjRBHaJBGPVCfAmnImadMww2knVhSLgNN2ML7N/PYTVZpF8tFMYuoLPJQsZASbTLqr3pz2yxW35s6AlomXkwrkaPTLX71BRBJBpSEca9313Nj4KVaGEU6npV6iaYzJGA9p11KJBdV+Ort1ik6sMkBhpGxJg2bq74kUC60nIrCdApuRXvQy8T+vm5jwyk+ZjBNDJZkvChOOTISyx9GAKUoMn1iCiWL2VkRGWGFibDwlG4K3+PIyaZ3VvIua+3BeqV/ncRThCI6hCh5cQh3uoQFNIDCCZ3iFN0c4L8678zFvLTj5zCH8gfP5A+ZyjXk=</latexit>

D(B)

and the other on I
�). V-threads are not required to have any particular causal character. P and Q

are the set of all V- and U-threads respectively. We define the following function on Q ⇥ P:

�(q , p) :=

Z

q
dt

Z

p
ds �(x(t), y(s)) |(�ẋ) ·̂ ẏ| , (5.19)

where t is a parameter along q , x(t) is the corresponding point in M, and ẋ is dual covector to
the tangent vector dx(t)/dt; similarly for p, y, and s. (For simplicity we use the overdot for both
d/dt and d/ds.) Since the wedgedot function | ·̂ | is bihomogeneous, �(q , p) is independent of the
parametrization of q and p. � is a delta-function supported on the codimension-(D�2) locus in Q⇥P

on which q and p intersect. Given a measure µ on P, we define the density of V-threads along a given
U-thread q as

R
P

dµ(p) �(q , p). (Note that, given the definition of �, this definition automatically
includes an integration along q , so this is an integrated, not pointwise, density.) We define a V-thread

distribution as a measure µ on P such that this density never exceeds 1:

8 q 2 Q ,

Z

P

dµ(p) �(q , p)  1 . (5.20)

Similarly, given a measure ⌫ on Q, we define the density of U-threads along a given V-thread p asR
Q

d⌫(q) �(q , p), and a U-thread distribution (for A) as a measure ⌫ on Q satisfying

8 p 2 P ,

Z

Q

d⌫(q) �(q , p) � 1 . (5.21)

Essentially, the U-threads have to form a su�cient “barrier” separating D(A) from D(B).
The problem of maximizing µ(P) over V-thread distributions defines a linear program:

Maximize µ(P) over measure µ on P subject to: 8 q 2 Q ,

Z

P

dµ(p) �(q , p)  1 . (5.22)

The problem of minimizing ⌫(Q) over U-thread distributions also defines a linear program:

Minimize ⌫(Q) over measure ⌫ on Q subject to: 8 p 2 P ,

Z

Q

d⌫(q) �(q , p) � 1 . (5.23)

The programs (5.22), (5.23) are dual to each other. Strong duality is again guaranteed by the existence
of a feasible point for one of the programs, namely µ = 0 for (5.22), so we have

sup
µ

µ(P) = inf
⌫

⌫(Q) . (5.24)

Next we will show that these quantities both equal Sc.

5.2.1 Mapping between flows & thread distributions

Just as, in subsection 5.1.1, we converted Riemannian flows to thread distributions and vice versa, we
can convert V/U-flows to V/U-thread distributions and vice versa. We start with the V-flows, which
are more parallel with the Riemannian case. To convert a V-flow V into a V-thread distribution,
we first strip away any field lines that do not run from D(A) to D(B). Call the resulting 1-form Ṽ ,
and set of field lines PV ⇢ P. We then define the measure µV on P so that µV (P \ PV ) = 0 and
µV (D0) =

R
D0 ⇤Ṽ for any subregion D

0
✓ D(A). For any U-thread q , we then have, similarly to (5.10),
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where t is a parameter along q , x(t) is the corresponding point in M, and ẋ is dual covector to
the tangent vector dx(t)/dt; similarly for p, y, and s. (For simplicity we use the overdot for both
d/dt and d/ds.) Since the wedgedot function | ·̂ | is bihomogeneous, �(q , p) is independent of the
parametrization of q and p. � is a delta-function supported on the codimension-(D�2) locus in Q⇥P

on which q and p intersect. Given a measure µ on P, we define the density of V-threads along a given
U-thread q as

R
P

dµ(p) �(q , p). (Note that, given the definition of �, this definition automatically
includes an integration along q , so this is an integrated, not pointwise, density.) We define a V-thread

distribution as a measure µ on P such that this density never exceeds 1:
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Similarly, given a measure ⌫ on Q, we define the density of U-threads along a given V-thread p asR
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d⌫(q) �(q , p), and a U-thread distribution (for A) as a measure ⌫ on Q satisfying
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Essentially, the U-threads have to form a su�cient “barrier” separating D(A) from D(B).
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are more parallel with the Riemannian case. To convert a V-flow V into a V-thread distribution,
we first strip away any field lines that do not run from D(A) to D(B). Call the resulting 1-form Ṽ ,
and set of field lines PV ⇢ P. We then define the measure µV on P so that µV (P \ PV ) = 0 and
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Holographic coincidence

For general ("beyond holography") spacetimes,

6 Holographic spacetimes

In the previous sections, for given boundary regions A, B, we defined the three quantities S+, S�, Sc,
gave several formulas for each, and showed that they obey the relation

S�  Sc  S+ . (6.1)

All of this was essentially assuming just global hyperbolicity for the bulk spacetime — no field equa-
tions, energy conditions, or boundary conditions were invoked.

Starting in this section, we specialize to “standard” classical holographic spacetimes, in other
words ones in which the metric obeys AdS boundary conditions as well as the null energy (or curvature)
condition (NEC). In such spacetimes, the maximin quantity S� equals the area S

HRT
= S(A : B) of

the HRT (or entanglement wedge cross-section, EWCS) surface �
HRT

[1? ]. In subsection 6.1, we
will show that both inequalities in (6.1) are saturated, so Sc and S+ also equal S

HRT
. Altogether,

counting the two new formulas for S� and two formulas for S+ given in subsection 3.1, as well as the
six formulas for Sc shown in (5.32), we have therefore provided ten new covariant formulas for the
holographic entanglement entropy. In subsection 6.2, we will focus on the V-flow and U-flow formulas
of section 4, and see what the optimal flows look like. Then, in subsection 6.3, we will generalize our
results to multiple boundary regions.

6.1 Relation to the HRT formula

To orient the reader, we start by previewing the logic of the argument. There are two crucial features
of the holographic setup which allow us to saturate both inequalities in (6.1) and thereby collapse
the maximin, minimax, and convex-relaxed values into one quantity. The first is the NEC which
ensures that each null normal congruence from any extremal surface has non-positive and decreasing
expansion. The second is less familiar, involving AdS boundary conditions in the more general context
of allowing end-of-the-world branes comprising I

0. Together, these ensure that within the time-sheet
formed by the bulk part of the entanglement wedge boundary, the HRT surface is area-maximizing
within its relative homology class. On the other hand, there exists a maximin Cauchy slice containing
the HRT surface, on which the latter is area-minimizing within its relative homology class. Taken
together, these two observations will then su�ce to establish the HRT surface as a global saddle point.

To flesh this out more explicitly, it will be useful to set up a few definitions. Recall that, given a
slice �, �� (defined below (3.1)) is the set of surfaces � in � homologous to A� := D(A) \ � (relative
to �

0

�
:= I

0
\�); and, given a time-sheet ⌧ homologous to D(A) (relative to I), �⌧ (defined at the end

of section 2.2) is the set of surfaces of the form ⌧ \� for some slice �. The union of the former over all
slices, or equivalently the union of the latter over all time-sheets, defines the full set of surfaces that
are spacelike-homologous to A, which we call �:

� :=
[

�2S

�� =
[

⌧2T

�⌧ = {� \ ⌧ | � 2 S, ⌧ 2 T} . (6.2)

We denote by �ext the set of surfaces in � that are extremal.64 We then have

S
HRT

:= inf
�2�ext

area(�) . (6.3)

64 By an extremal surface we mean one that extremizes the area with respect to all variations in position, including
those that move the intersection with I

0 (if any). Such a surface has vanishing mean curvature vector and intersects I0

orthogonally.
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(= globally hyperbolic w/ timelike parts of bdy
but no energy conditions or field equations...)

maximin minimax
convex relaxed m.m.

BUT for holographic spacetimes,

An important special case is the HRT surface �
HRT

, for which D(r�
HRT

) =: W(A) is the entan-
glement wedge and H�

HRT
=: H(A) is the entanglement horizon. However, it is important that

properties (a) and (b) hold for any surface � 2 �ext, not just the HRT surface. See figure 5 for
a sketch illustrating these constructs.

(2) The sup and inf in the maximin formula (3.1) are attained, and the maximin surface �� is the
HRT surface, �� = �

HRT
, so S� = S

HRT
. The hard parts here are showing that the sup is

attained and that the maximin surface is extremal (which naively follows from the fact that it
is extremal with respect to variations in both the space and time normal directions; however
there are subtleties to this argument). The fact that �� is minimal among extremal surfaces is
argued as follows. For � 2 �ext, let �

0 := H� \ �� (where �� is a maximin slice). Then by the
fact that � is maximal on H� , area(�) � area(�0); and by the fact that �� is minimal on ��,
area(�0) � area(��).

The fact that �
HRT

is, by (1), maximal on the hypersurface H(A) and, by (2), minimal on the slice
��, makes it a global saddle point, establishing that it is not only the maximin but also the minimax
surface: �� = �+ = �

HRT
and S� = S+ = S

HRT
(see (3.12)). We can also make the argument a slightly

di↵erent way: by property (1), any surface � 2 �ext is maximal on the hypersurface H� , so by (6.3)
S+  SHRT; the min-max inequality S�  S+ and the fact S� = SHRT then imply the equality of all
three. Finally, since Sc is caught between S� and S+, we have

S� = Sc = S+ = S
HRT

, (6.5)

Eq. (6.5) opens the door to using the flow- and thread-based convex programs to calculate the HRT
area.

One way to think about the collapse of the three quantities S�, Sc, and S+ into a single quantity
is that the contents of sections 3–5 are essentially “kinematics” — things that follow just from having
a (globally hyperbolic) Lorentzian spacetime. The “dynamics” that collapses those three quantities
into a single one stems from the properties of the entanglement horizon, which require field equations,
energy conditions, and boundary conditions.

6.2 Optimal flows

In this subsection we will describe solutions, or optimal configurations, for the V-flow and U-flow
formulas (4.1), (4.25). The solutions for the other formulas can be deduced from these. As we will
see, the optimal configurations are strongly constrained by the properties of holographic spacetimes.
These constraints are simplest to describe in the generic case,67 by which we mean that (1) �

HRT
is

the unique minimal surface on some slice ��, and (2) ✓̇ < 0 on both the future and past branches
of the entanglement horizon H(A), implying that �

HRT
is the unique maximal-area acausal surface in

H(A).68

67 [Can we glean any hints of what happens in the non-generic case, e.g. indicating that at phase transitions the EW
recovery becomes more delocalized? Or comment that this demonstrates that at phase transition the alternate HRT
surfaces must be spacelike-separated; ref. to 6.3]

68 A necessary and su�cient condition for ✓̇ < 0 everywhere on H(A) is for the following inequality to hold at every
point on �

HRT
and for both null normals k

µ:

k
µ
k
⌫(Rµ⌫ +Kµ�⇢K⌫

�⇢) > 0 , (6.6)

where Kµ�⇢ is the extrinsic curvature tensor of �
HRT

. Here we used the fact that the initial shear of the congruence is
⌃�⇢ = k

µ
Kµ�⇢.
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NEC ⤳ congruence from HRT surf. has non-positive & generically decreasing expansion

AdS b.c. ⤳ no null generators emanate from EOWB.
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An important special case is the HRT surface �
HRT

, for which D(r�
HRT

) =: W(A) is the entan-
glement wedge and H�

HRT
=: H(A) is the entanglement horizon. However, it is important that

properties (a) and (b) hold for any surface � 2 �ext, not just the HRT surface. See figure 5 for
a sketch illustrating these constructs.

(2) The sup and inf in the maximin formula (3.1) are attained, and the maximin surface �� is the
HRT surface, �� = �

HRT
, so S� = S

HRT
. The hard parts here are showing that the sup is

attained and that the maximin surface is extremal (which naively follows from the fact that it
is extremal with respect to variations in both the space and time normal directions; however
there are subtleties to this argument). The fact that �� is minimal among extremal surfaces is
argued as follows. For � 2 �ext, let �

0 := H� \ �� (where �� is a maximin slice). Then by the
fact that � is maximal on H� , area(�) � area(�0); and by the fact that �� is minimal on ��,
area(�0) � area(��).

The fact that �
HRT

is, by (1), maximal on the hypersurface H(A) and, by (2), minimal on the slice
��, makes it a global saddle point, establishing that it is not only the maximin but also the minimax
surface: �� = �+ = �

HRT
and S� = S+ = S

HRT
(see (3.12)). We can also make the argument a slightly

di↵erent way: by property (1), any surface � 2 �ext is maximal on the hypersurface H� , so by (6.3)
S+  SHRT; the min-max inequality S�  S+ and the fact S� = SHRT then imply the equality of all
three. Finally, since Sc is caught between S� and S+, we have

S� = Sc = S+ = S
HRT

, (6.5)

Eq. (6.5) opens the door to using the flow- and thread-based convex programs to calculate the HRT
area.

One way to think about the collapse of the three quantities S�, Sc, and S+ into a single quantity
is that the contents of sections 3–5 are essentially “kinematics” — things that follow just from having
a (globally hyperbolic) Lorentzian spacetime. The “dynamics” that collapses those three quantities
into a single one stems from the properties of the entanglement horizon, which require field equations,
energy conditions, and boundary conditions.

6.2 Optimal flows

In this subsection we will describe solutions, or optimal configurations, for the V-flow and U-flow
formulas (4.1), (4.25). The solutions for the other formulas can be deduced from these. As we will
see, the optimal configurations are strongly constrained by the properties of holographic spacetimes.
These constraints are simplest to describe in the generic case,67 by which we mean that (1) �

HRT
is

the unique minimal surface on some slice ��, and (2) ✓̇ < 0 on both the future and past branches
of the entanglement horizon H(A), implying that �

HRT
is the unique maximal-area acausal surface in

H(A).68

67 [Can we glean any hints of what happens in the non-generic case, e.g. indicating that at phase transitions the EW
recovery becomes more delocalized? Or comment that this demonstrates that at phase transition the alternate HRT
surfaces must be spacelike-separated; ref. to 6.3]

68 A necessary and su�cient condition for ✓̇ < 0 everywhere on H(A) is for the following inequality to hold at every
point on �

HRT
and for both null normals k

µ:

k
µ
k
⌫(Rµ⌫ +Kµ�⇢K⌫

�⇢) > 0 , (6.6)

where Kµ�⇢ is the extrinsic curvature tensor of �
HRT

. Here we used the fact that the initial shear of the congruence is
⌃�⇢ = k

µ
Kµ�⇢.
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Optimal flows

General  V-flows and U-flows are quite floppy and spread out
just subject to b.c.s and norm bound (⤳ U-flow lines are timelike everywhere)

Optimal flows in holographic ST are more restricted (though still floppy):
V-flow lines are confined to entanglement wedges          and <latexit sha1_base64="TFX67JB9rDUPvyCeXAaN9+0eqac=">AAAB9HicbVDLSgMxFL3js9ZX1aWbYBFclRlR7LLixmUF+4B2KJn0tg3NZMYkUyhDv8ONC0Xc+jHu/Bsz7Sy09UDgcM693JMTxIJr47rfztr6xubWdmGnuLu3f3BYOjpu6ihRDBssEpFqB1Sj4BIbhhuB7VghDQOBrWB8l/mtCSrNI/lopjH6IR1KPuCMGiv53ZCaEaMibc16t71S2a24c5BV4uWkDDnqvdJXtx+xJERpmKBadzw3Nn5KleFM4KzYTTTGlI3pEDuWShqi9tN56Bk5t0qfDCJlnzRkrv7eSGmo9TQM7GQWUi97mfif10nMoOqnXMaJQckWhwaJICYiWQOkzxUyI6aWUKa4zUrYiCrKjO2paEvwlr+8SpqXFe+64j5clWvVvI4CnMIZXIAHN1CDe6hDAxg8wTO8wpszcV6cd+djMbrm5Dsn8AfO5w/V9pIb</latexit>WA

<latexit sha1_base64="u4YQy8KpJ5u1FSy2SwG43SaSJTA=">AAAB9HicbVDLSgMxFL3js9ZX1aWbYBFclRlR7LLoxmUF+4B2KJn0tg3NZMYkUyhDv8ONC0Xc+jHu/Bsz7Sy09UDgcM693JMTxIJr47rfztr6xubWdmGnuLu3f3BYOjpu6ihRDBssEpFqB1Sj4BIbhhuB7VghDQOBrWB8l/mtCSrNI/lopjH6IR1KPuCMGiv53ZCaEaMibc16t71S2a24c5BV4uWkDDnqvdJXtx+xJERpmKBadzw3Nn5KleFM4KzYTTTGlI3pEDuWShqi9tN56Bk5t0qfDCJlnzRkrv7eSGmo9TQM7GQWUi97mfif10nMoOqnXMaJQckWhwaJICYiWQOkzxUyI6aWUKa4zUrYiCrKjO2paEvwlr+8SpqXFe+64j5clWvVvI4CnMIZXIAHN1CDe6hDAxg8wTO8wpszcV6cd+djMbrm5Dsn8AfO5w/XepIc</latexit>WB

U-flow lines are expelled from (interior of) entanglement wedges         and <latexit sha1_base64="TFX67JB9rDUPvyCeXAaN9+0eqac=">AAAB9HicbVDLSgMxFL3js9ZX1aWbYBFclRlR7LLixmUF+4B2KJn0tg3NZMYkUyhDv8ONC0Xc+jHu/Bsz7Sy09UDgcM693JMTxIJr47rfztr6xubWdmGnuLu3f3BYOjpu6ihRDBssEpFqB1Sj4BIbhhuB7VghDQOBrWB8l/mtCSrNI/lopjH6IR1KPuCMGiv53ZCaEaMibc16t71S2a24c5BV4uWkDDnqvdJXtx+xJERpmKBadzw3Nn5KleFM4KzYTTTGlI3pEDuWShqi9tN56Bk5t0qfDCJlnzRkrv7eSGmo9TQM7GQWUi97mfif10nMoOqnXMaJQckWhwaJICYiWQOkzxUyI6aWUKa4zUrYiCrKjO2paEvwlr+8SpqXFe+64j5clWvVvI4CnMIZXIAHN1CDe6hDAxg8wTO8wpszcV6cd+djMbrm5Dsn8AfO5w/V9pIb</latexit>WA
<latexit sha1_base64="u4YQy8KpJ5u1FSy2SwG43SaSJTA=">AAAB9HicbVDLSgMxFL3js9ZX1aWbYBFclRlR7LLoxmUF+4B2KJn0tg3NZMYkUyhDv8ONC0Xc+jHu/Bsz7Sy09UDgcM693JMTxIJr47rfztr6xubWdmGnuLu3f3BYOjpu6ihRDBssEpFqB1Sj4BIbhhuB7VghDQOBrWB8l/mtCSrNI/lopjH6IR1KPuCMGiv53ZCaEaMibc16t71S2a24c5BV4uWkDDnqvdJXtx+xJERpmKBadzw3Nn5KleFM4KzYTTTGlI3pEDuWShqi9tN56Bk5t0qfDCJlnzRkrv7eSGmo9TQM7GQWUi97mfif10nMoOqnXMaJQckWhwaJICYiWQOkzxUyI6aWUKa4zUrYiCrKjO2paEvwlr+8SpqXFe+64j5clWvVvI4CnMIZXIAHN1CDe6hDAxg8wTO8wpszcV6cd+djMbrm5Dsn8AfO5w/XepIc</latexit>WB

Both flows pass through HRT surface:
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�
HRT

<latexit sha1_base64="dZKRn2NbwogGDOdKjT7CjmUkrPs=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRahXsquVPRY0YPHCvYD2qVk02wbmmSXJCuUpX/BiwdFvPqHvPlvzLZ70NYHA4/3ZpiZF8ScaeO6305hbX1jc6u4XdrZ3ds/KB8etXWUKEJbJOKR6gZYU84kbRlmOO3GimIRcNoJJreZ33miSrNIPpppTH2BR5KFjGCTSXfVm/NBueLW3DnQKvFyUoEczUH5qz+MSCKoNIRjrXueGxs/xcowwums1E80jTGZ4BHtWSqxoNpP57fO0JlVhiiMlC1p0Fz9PZFiofVUBLZTYDPWy14m/uf1EhNe+ymTcWKoJItFYcKRiVD2OBoyRYnhU0swUczeisgYK0yMjadkQ/CWX14l7Yuad1lzH+qVRj2PowgncApV8OAKGnAPTWgBgTE8wyu8OcJ5cd6dj0VrwclnjuEPnM8f4euNbg==</latexit>

D(A)
<latexit sha1_base64="y8n5XjPK2GMgmjyj7TReZ5XKvCw=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRahXsquVPRY1IPHCvYD2qVk02wbmmSXJCuUpX/BiwdFvPqHvPlvzLZ70NYHA4/3ZpiZF8ScaeO6305hbX1jc6u4XdrZ3ds/KB8etXWUKEJbJOKR6gZYU84kbRlmOO3GimIRcNoJJreZ33miSrNIPpppTH2BR5KFjGCTSXfVm/NBueLW3DnQKvFyUoEczUH5qz+MSCKoNIRjrXueGxs/xcowwums1E80jTGZ4BHtWSqxoNpP57fO0JlVhiiMlC1p0Fz9PZFiofVUBLZTYDPWy14m/uf1EhNe+ymTcWKoJItFYcKRiVD2OBoyRYnhU0swUczeisgYK0yMjadkQ/CWX14l7Yuad1lzH+qVRj2PowgncApV8OAKGnAPTWgBgTE8wyu8OcJ5cd6dj0VrwclnjuEPnM8f43CNbw==</latexit>

D(B)

<latexit sha1_base64="JlpXpiGWM5U0ablVH3rHC1nWDPc=">AAAB9HicbVDLSgMxFL3js9ZX1aWbYBEEocxIRZcFN7qrYB/QjiWTZtrQTDImmUIZ+h1uXCji1o9x59+YaWehrQcCh3Pu5Z6cIOZMG9f9dlZW19Y3Ngtbxe2d3b390sFhU8tEEdogkkvVDrCmnAnaMMxw2o4VxVHAaSsY3WR+a0yVZlI8mElM/QgPBAsZwcZKfjfCZkgwT++mj+e9UtmtuDOgZeLlpAw56r3SV7cvSRJRYQjHWnc8NzZ+ipVhhNNpsZtoGmMywgPasVTgiGo/nYWeolOr9FEolX3CoJn6eyPFkdaTKLCTWUi96GXif14nMeG1nzIRJ4YKMj8UJhwZibIGUJ8pSgyfWIKJYjYrIkOsMDG2p6ItwVv88jJpXlS8y4p7Xy3XqnkdBTiGEzgDD66gBrdQhwYQeIJneIU3Z+y8OO/Ox3x0xcl3juAPnM8fnIOR8g==</latexit>

I
+

<latexit sha1_base64="PZSeLSA1jNeBduN13BMZeSeRyJc=">AAAB9HicbVDLSgMxFL3js9ZX1aWbYBHcWGakosuCG91VsA9ox5JJM21oJhmTTKEM/Q43LhRx68e482/MtLPQ1gOBwzn3ck9OEHOmjet+Oyura+sbm4Wt4vbO7t5+6eCwqWWiCG0QyaVqB1hTzgRtGGY4bceK4ijgtBWMbjK/NaZKMykezCSmfoQHgoWMYGMlvxthMySYp3fTx/NeqexW3BnQMvFyUoYc9V7pq9uXJImoMIRjrTueGxs/xcowwum02E00jTEZ4QHtWCpwRLWfzkJP0alV+iiUyj5h0Ez9vZHiSOtJFNjJLKRe9DLxP6+TmPDaT5mIE0MFmR8KE46MRFkDqM8UJYZPLMFEMZsVkSFWmBjbU9GW4C1+eZk0LyreZcW9r5Zr1byOAhzDCZyBB1dQg1uoQwMIPMEzvMKbM3ZenHfnYz664uQ7R/AHzucPn4uR9A==</latexit>

I
�

<latexit sha1_base64="ALLlhz2pzQ/XHdYlFUy24F7ZiUs=">AAAB9XicdVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmtAgVYZhOa1t3VTddVrAP6Iwlk2ba0MyDJKMMQ//ChRsXirj1X9z1b8y0Cip6IHA4517uyXFCRoU0jJm2tLyyurae2chubm3v7Ob29jsiiDgmbRywgPccJAijPmlLKhnphZwgz2Gk60wuU797S7iggX8t45DYHhr51KUYSSXdWB6SY4xY0pwWz48HuYKhn9Wr5qkJDd0wama5mhKzVjHLsKSUFIVG3jq5nzXi1iD3bg0DHHnEl5ghIfolI5R2grikmJFp1ooECRGeoBHpK+ojjwg7maeewiOlDKEbcPV8Cefq940EeULEnqMm05Tit5eKf3n9SLp1O6F+GEni48UhN2JQBjCtAA4pJ1iyWBGEOVVZIR4jjrBURWVVCV8/hf+TjqmXqnrlSrVxARbIgEOQB0VQAjXQAE3QAm2AAQcP4Ak8a3fao/aivS5Gl7TPnQPwA9rbB1W4lWY=</latexit>

H(A)

<latexit sha1_base64="ALLlhz2pzQ/XHdYlFUy24F7ZiUs=">AAAB9XicdVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmtAgVYZhOa1t3VTddVrAP6Iwlk2ba0MyDJKMMQ//ChRsXirj1X9z1b8y0Cip6IHA4517uyXFCRoU0jJm2tLyyurae2chubm3v7Ob29jsiiDgmbRywgPccJAijPmlLKhnphZwgz2Gk60wuU797S7iggX8t45DYHhr51KUYSSXdWB6SY4xY0pwWz48HuYKhn9Wr5qkJDd0wama5mhKzVjHLsKSUFIVG3jq5nzXi1iD3bg0DHHnEl5ghIfolI5R2grikmJFp1ooECRGeoBHpK+ojjwg7maeewiOlDKEbcPV8Cefq940EeULEnqMm05Tit5eKf3n9SLp1O6F+GEni48UhN2JQBjCtAA4pJ1iyWBGEOVVZIR4jjrBURWVVCV8/hf+TjqmXqnrlSrVxARbIgEOQB0VQAjXQAE3QAm2AAQcP4Ak8a3fao/aivS5Gl7TPnQPwA9rbB1W4lWY=</latexit>

H(A)

<latexit sha1_base64="ADoxvFLTHPPJ2xONton+S5aqNJg=">AAAB9XicdVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmtAgVYZhOa1t3pW66rGAf0BlLJs20oZkHSUYZhv6FCzcuFHHrv7jr35hpFVT0QOBwzr3ck+OEjAppGHNtZXVtfWMzs5Xd3tnd288dHHZFEHFMOjhgAe87SBBGfdKRVDLSDzlBnsNIz5lepn7vlnBBA/9axiGxPTT2qUsxkkq6sTwkJxixpDUrNk+HuYKhX9Sr5rkJDd0wama5mhKzVjHLsKSUFIVG3jq7nzfi9jD3bo0CHHnEl5ghIQYlI5R2grikmJFZ1ooECRGeojEZKOojjwg7WaSewROljKAbcPV8CRfq940EeULEnqMm05Tit5eKf3mDSLp1O6F+GEni4+UhN2JQBjCtAI4oJ1iyWBGEOVVZIZ4gjrBURWVVCV8/hf+TrqmXqnrlSrXRBEtkwDHIgyIogRpogBZogw7AgIMH8ASetTvtUXvRXpejK9rnzhH4Ae3tA1c9lWc=</latexit>

H(B)

<latexit sha1_base64="ADoxvFLTHPPJ2xONton+S5aqNJg=">AAAB9XicdVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmtAgVYZhOa1t3pW66rGAf0BlLJs20oZkHSUYZhv6FCzcuFHHrv7jr35hpFVT0QOBwzr3ck+OEjAppGHNtZXVtfWMzs5Xd3tnd288dHHZFEHFMOjhgAe87SBBGfdKRVDLSDzlBnsNIz5lepn7vlnBBA/9axiGxPTT2qUsxkkq6sTwkJxixpDUrNk+HuYKhX9Sr5rkJDd0wama5mhKzVjHLsKSUFIVG3jq7nzfi9jD3bo0CHHnEl5ghIQYlI5R2grikmJFZ1ooECRGeojEZKOojjwg7WaSewROljKAbcPV8CRfq940EeULEnqMm05Tit5eKf3mDSLp1O6F+GEni4+UhN2JQBjCtAI4oJ1iyWBGEOVVZIZ4gjrBURWVVCV8/hf+TrqmXqnrlSrXRBEtkwDHIgyIogRpogBZogw7AgIMH8ASetTvtUXvRXpejK9rnzhH4Ae3tA1c9lWc=</latexit>

H(B)

<latexit sha1_base64="9aelNwh5Y39jCp2gGdaNvevAb2k=">AAAB/3icbVDLSgNBEJz1bXxFBS9eBoPgKcyG1ZhbwItHFfOAJCyzk0kyZGZ3mekVw7oHf8WLB0W8+hve/Bsnj4NGCxqKqm66u4JYCgOEfDkLi0vLK6tr67mNza3tnfzuXt1EiWa8xiIZ6WZADZci5DUQIHkz1pyqQPJGMLwY+407ro2IwlsYxbyjaD8UPcEoWMnPH7T7VCnqp37aBn4P6eXNbZZlfr5AiuXKmVchmBSJVyKuOyYTYHdGCmiGKz//2e5GLFE8BCapMS2XxNBJqQbBJM9y7cTwmLIh7fOWpSFV3HTSyf0ZPrZKF/cibSsEPFF/TqRUGTNSge1UFAZm3huL/3mtBHrnnVSEcQI8ZNNFvURiiPA4DNwVmjOQI0so08LeitmAasrARpazIbjzL/8l9VLRPS2Sa69Q9WZxrKFDdIROkIvKqIou0RWqIYYe0BN6Qa/Oo/PsvDnv09YFZzazj37B+fgGDuOWvA==</latexit>

�
HRT

<latexit sha1_base64="dZKRn2NbwogGDOdKjT7CjmUkrPs=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRahXsquVPRY0YPHCvYD2qVk02wbmmSXJCuUpX/BiwdFvPqHvPlvzLZ70NYHA4/3ZpiZF8ScaeO6305hbX1jc6u4XdrZ3ds/KB8etXWUKEJbJOKR6gZYU84kbRlmOO3GimIRcNoJJreZ33miSrNIPpppTH2BR5KFjGCTSXfVm/NBueLW3DnQKvFyUoEczUH5qz+MSCKoNIRjrXueGxs/xcowwums1E80jTGZ4BHtWSqxoNpP57fO0JlVhiiMlC1p0Fz9PZFiofVUBLZTYDPWy14m/uf1EhNe+ymTcWKoJItFYcKRiVD2OBoyRYnhU0swUczeisgYK0yMjadkQ/CWX14l7Yuad1lzH+qVRj2PowgncApV8OAKGnAPTWgBgTE8wyu8OcJ5cd6dj0VrwclnjuEPnM8f4euNbg==</latexit>

D(A)
<latexit sha1_base64="y8n5XjPK2GMgmjyj7TReZ5XKvCw=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRahXsquVPRY1IPHCvYD2qVk02wbmmSXJCuUpX/BiwdFvPqHvPlvzLZ70NYHA4/3ZpiZF8ScaeO6305hbX1jc6u4XdrZ3ds/KB8etXWUKEJbJOKR6gZYU84kbRlmOO3GimIRcNoJJreZ33miSrNIPpppTH2BR5KFjGCTSXfVm/NBueLW3DnQKvFyUoEczUH5qz+MSCKoNIRjrXueGxs/xcowwums1E80jTGZ4BHtWSqxoNpP57fO0JlVhiiMlC1p0Fz9PZFiofVUBLZTYDPWy14m/uf1EhNe+ymTcWKoJItFYcKRiVD2OBoyRYnhU0swUczeisgYK0yMjadkQ/CWX14l7Yuad1lzH+qVRj2PowgncApV8OAKGnAPTWgBgTE8wyu8OcJ5cd6dj0VrwclnjuEPnM8f43CNbw==</latexit>

D(B)

<latexit sha1_base64="JlpXpiGWM5U0ablVH3rHC1nWDPc=">AAAB9HicbVDLSgMxFL3js9ZX1aWbYBEEocxIRZcFN7qrYB/QjiWTZtrQTDImmUIZ+h1uXCji1o9x59+YaWehrQcCh3Pu5Z6cIOZMG9f9dlZW19Y3Ngtbxe2d3b390sFhU8tEEdogkkvVDrCmnAnaMMxw2o4VxVHAaSsY3WR+a0yVZlI8mElM/QgPBAsZwcZKfjfCZkgwT++mj+e9UtmtuDOgZeLlpAw56r3SV7cvSRJRYQjHWnc8NzZ+ipVhhNNpsZtoGmMywgPasVTgiGo/nYWeolOr9FEolX3CoJn6eyPFkdaTKLCTWUi96GXif14nMeG1nzIRJ4YKMj8UJhwZibIGUJ8pSgyfWIKJYjYrIkOsMDG2p6ItwVv88jJpXlS8y4p7Xy3XqnkdBTiGEzgDD66gBrdQhwYQeIJneIU3Z+y8OO/Ox3x0xcl3juAPnM8fnIOR8g==</latexit>

I
+

<latexit sha1_base64="PZSeLSA1jNeBduN13BMZeSeRyJc=">AAAB9HicbVDLSgMxFL3js9ZX1aWbYBHcWGakosuCG91VsA9ox5JJM21oJhmTTKEM/Q43LhRx68e482/MtLPQ1gOBwzn3ck9OEHOmjet+Oyura+sbm4Wt4vbO7t5+6eCwqWWiCG0QyaVqB1hTzgRtGGY4bceK4ijgtBWMbjK/NaZKMykezCSmfoQHgoWMYGMlvxthMySYp3fTx/NeqexW3BnQMvFyUoYc9V7pq9uXJImoMIRjrTueGxs/xcowwum02E00jTEZ4QHtWCpwRLWfzkJP0alV+iiUyj5h0Ez9vZHiSOtJFNjJLKRe9DLxP6+TmPDaT5mIE0MFmR8KE46MRFkDqM8UJYZPLMFEMZsVkSFWmBjbU9GW4C1+eZk0LyreZcW9r5Zr1byOAhzDCZyBB1dQg1uoQwMIPMEzvMKbM3ZenHfnYz664uQ7R/AHzucPn4uR9A==</latexit>

I
�

Figure 10. Cross section of generic max V-flow [Left] and min U-flow [Right]. The max V-flow squeezes

through the HRT surface, being excluded from its past and future. The min U-flow also squeezes through the

HRT surface, being excluded from the entanglement wedges. Notice that while the V-flow can have somewhere-

timelike flow lines, the U-flow lines cannot be spacelike anywhere.

three. Finally, since Sc is caught between S� and S+, we have

S� = Sc = S+ = S
HRT

, (6.5)

Eq. (6.5) opens the door to using the flow- and thread-based convex programs to calculate the HRT
area.

One way to think about the collapse of the three quantities S�, Sc, and S+ into a single quantity
is that the contents of sections 3–5 are essentially “kinematics” — things that follow just from having
a (globally hyperbolic) Lorentzian spacetime. The “dynamics” that collapses those three quantities
into a single one stems from the properties of the entanglement horizon, which require field equations,
energy conditions, and boundary conditions.

6.2 Optimal flows

In this subsection we will describe solutions, or optimal configurations, for the V-flow and U-flow
formulas (4.1), (4.25). The solutions for the other formulas can be deduced from these. As we will
see, the optimal configurations are strongly constrained by the properties of holographic spacetimes.
These constraints are simplest to describe in the generic case, by which we mean that (1) �

HRT
is

the unique minimal surface on some slice ��, and (2) ✓̇ < 0 on both the future and past branches
of the entanglement horizon H(A), implying that �

HRT
is the unique maximal-area acausal surface in

H(A).68

We start with the V-flow case. In order for the flux of V through D(A), and therefore through
H(A), to equal the area of �

HRT
, all of that flux must pass through �

HRT
, and there must be no

flux elsewhere on H(A); in other words, the flux ⇤V |H(A) must be proportional to a delta-function
supported on �

HRT
. The same reasoning applies, of course, to H(B); thus, the flux squeezes from

W(A) into W(B) through �
HRT

, without passing through its past or future I
±(�

HRT
).

68 A necessary and su�cient condition for ✓̇ < 0 everywhere on H(A) is for the following inequality to hold at every
point on �

HRT
and for both null normals k

µ:

k
µ
k
⌫(Rµ⌫ +Kµ�⇢K⌫

�⇢) > 0 , (6.6)

where Kµ�⇢ is the extrinsic curvature tensor of �
HRT

. Here we used the fact that the initial shear of the congruence is
⌃�⇢ = k

µ
Kµ�⇢.
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Optimal flows

In full (unregulated) spacetime:

<latexit sha1_base64="JgeVtvY5N6+0XTfTMGLnpfa9kLw=">AAAB+HicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62Pjrp0EyxCRRgy45S2u4obcVXBPqAdSyZN29DMgyQj1NIvceNCEbd+ijv/xkxbQUUPXDicc29y7/FjzqRC6MPIrKyurW9kN3Nb2zu7eXNvvymjRBDaIBGPRNvHknIW0oZiitN2LCgOfE5b/vgi9Vt3VEgWhTdqElMvwMOQDRjBSks9M391e1rsxlgohjk8P+mZBWSVHKfqVCCyzlC15CJNHLtaLrvQttAcBbBEvWe+d/sRSQIaKsKxlB0bxcqbpg8STme5biJpjMkYD2lH0xAHVHrT+eIzeKyVPhxEQleo4Fz9PjHFgZSTwNedAVYj+dtLxb+8TqIGFW/KwjhRNCSLjwYJhyqCaQqwzwQlik80wUQwvSskIywwUTqrnA7h61L4P2k6ll2y0LVbqLnLOLLgEByBIrBBGdTAJaiDBiAgAQ/gCTwb98aj8WK8LlozxnLmAPyA8fYJh5+SVA==</latexit>

J
+(@A)

<latexit sha1_base64="d4VBXLRUMEEdk/pLNrM52hS8WPo=">AAAB/HicbVDLSsNAFL3xWesr2qWbYBEEoSRS0WXBje4q2Ac0sUymk3boZBJmJkII8VfcuFDErR/izr9x0mahrQcGDufcyz1z/JhRqWz721hZXVvf2KxsVbd3dvf2zYPDrowSgUkHRywSfR9JwignHUUVI/1YEBT6jPT86XXh9x6JkDTi9yqNiReiMacBxUhpaWjW3AlSmRsiNcGIZbd5/nA2NOt2w57BWiZOSepQoj00v9xRhJOQcIUZknLg2LHyMiQUxYzkVTeRJEZ4isZkoClHIZFeNgufWydaGVlBJPTjypqpvzcyFEqZhr6eLFLKRa8Q//MGiQquvIzyOFGE4/mhIGGWiqyiCWtEBcGKpZogLKjOauEJEggr3VdVl+AsfnmZdM8bzkXDvmvWW82yjgocwTGcggOX0IIbaEMHMKTwDK/wZjwZL8a78TEfXTHKnRr8gfH5A/0wlPA=</latexit>

Î
+

<latexit sha1_base64="WOWHYJziqYXdg6ycKXhQgfQEQqs=">AAAB/HicbVDLSsNAFL3xWesr2qWbYBHcWBKp6LLgRncV7AOaWCbTSTt0MgkzEyGE+CtuXCji1g9x5984abPQ1gMDh3Pu5Z45fsyoVLb9baysrq1vbFa2qts7u3v75sFhV0aJwKSDIxaJvo8kYZSTjqKKkX4sCAp9Rnr+9Lrwe49ESBrxe5XGxAvRmNOAYqS0NDRr7gSpzA2RmmDEsts8fzgbmnW7Yc9gLROnJHUo0R6aX+4owklIuMIMSTlw7Fh5GRKKYkbyqptIEiM8RWMy0JSjkEgvm4XPrROtjKwgEvpxZc3U3xsZCqVMQ19PFinloleI/3mDRAVXXkZ5nCjC8fxQkDBLRVbRhDWigmDFUk0QFlRntfAECYSV7quqS3AWv7xMuucN56Jh3zXrrWZZRwWO4BhOwYFLaMENtKEDGFJ4hld4M56MF+Pd+JiPrhjlTg3+wPj8AQBHlPI=</latexit>

Î
�

<latexit sha1_base64="9aelNwh5Y39jCp2gGdaNvevAb2k=">AAAB/3icbVDLSgNBEJz1bXxFBS9eBoPgKcyG1ZhbwItHFfOAJCyzk0kyZGZ3mekVw7oHf8WLB0W8+hve/Bsnj4NGCxqKqm66u4JYCgOEfDkLi0vLK6tr67mNza3tnfzuXt1EiWa8xiIZ6WZADZci5DUQIHkz1pyqQPJGMLwY+407ro2IwlsYxbyjaD8UPcEoWMnPH7T7VCnqp37aBn4P6eXNbZZlfr5AiuXKmVchmBSJVyKuOyYTYHdGCmiGKz//2e5GLFE8BCapMS2XxNBJqQbBJM9y7cTwmLIh7fOWpSFV3HTSyf0ZPrZKF/cibSsEPFF/TqRUGTNSge1UFAZm3huL/3mtBHrnnVSEcQI8ZNNFvURiiPA4DNwVmjOQI0so08LeitmAasrARpazIbjzL/8l9VLRPS2Sa69Q9WZxrKFDdIROkIvKqIou0RWqIYYe0BN6Qa/Oo/PsvDnv09YFZzazj37B+fgGDuOWvA==</latexit>

�
HRT

<latexit sha1_base64="N+KEdWHaEnn93HJ9sdEaYgySLJs=">AAAB+HicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62Pjrp0EyxCXTjM9OG0u4obcVXBPqAdSybNtKGZB0lGqEO/xI0LRdz6Ke78GzNtBRU9cOFwzr3JvceNGBXSND+0zMrq2vpGdjO3tb2zm9f39tsijDkmLRyykHddJAijAWlJKhnpRpwg32Wk404uUr9zR7igYXAjpxFxfDQKqEcxkkoa6Pmr29NiP0JcUsTg+clAL5hGpWybtTOoiG2X61ZK6rZZqkLLMOcogCWaA/29Pwxx7JNAYoaE6FlmJJ0kfRAzMsv1Y0EihCdoRHqKBsgnwknmi8/gsVKG0Au5qkDCufp9IkG+EFPfVZ0+kmPx20vFv7xeLL2ak9AgiiUJ8OIjL2ZQhjBNAQ4pJ1iyqSIIc6p2hXiMOMJSZZVTIXxdCv8n7ZJhVQ3zulJoVJZxZMEhOAJFYAEbNMAlaIIWwCAGD+AJPGv32qP2or0uWjPacuYA/ID29gmVGZJd</latexit>

J
�(@A)

<latexit sha1_base64="XI51jJQPmv+r71S1KfchGGqwZ5A=">AAAB9XicbVDNTgIxGOziH+If6tFLIzHBy6ZLVpEbxotHTARMYCXd0oWGbnfTdjVkw3t48aAxXn0Xb76NXdiDopM0mcx8X77p+DFnSiP0ZRVWVtfWN4qbpa3tnd298v5BR0WJJLRNIh7JOx8rypmgbc00p3expDj0Oe36k6vM7z5QqVgkbvU0pl6IR4IFjGBtpPt+iPWYYJ52Z9XL00G5gux649xtIIhs5NaQ42RkDujkpAJytAblz/4wIklIhSYcK9VzUKy9FEvNCKezUj9RNMZkgke0Z6jAIVVeOk89gydGGcIgkuYJDefqz40Uh0pNQ99MZinVspeJ/3m9RAcXXspEnGgqyOJQkHCoI5hVAIdMUqL51BBMJDNZIRljiYk2RZVMCc7yl/+STs12zmx041aabl5HERyBY1AFDqiDJrgGLdAGBEjwBF7Aq/VoPVtv1vtitGDlO4fgF6yPbyjYkj4=</latexit>
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�
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Figure 1. Cross section of generic maximal V-flow (left) and minimal U-flow (right). [Left]: The V-flow

(indicated by green curves) goes from D(A) to D(B), staying within their entanglement wedges W(A) and

W(B), squeezing through the HRT surface �
HRT

(red dot), and avoiding its past and future. [Right]: The

U-flow (indicated by blue curves) passes from Î� [ J
�(@A) to Î

+ [ J
+(@A), squeezing through the HRT

surface, and avoiding the entanglement wedges. (The future/past boundaries Î± may be at infinity, as shown

in the illustration, and/or singularities.)

1. For every spacelike bulk curve connecting D(A) to D(B),
R

ds |U?| � 1, where s is the proper
length along the curve and U? is the projection of U perpendicular to the curve.

2. There exists a function  in the bulk that equals �1/2 on D(A) and +1/2 on D(B), such that
the 1-forms U ± d are everywhere future-directed causal.

We can equivalently trade the 1-form U for a set of timelike “U-threads” beginning on the boundary
region Î

�
[ J

�(@A) and ending on Î
+

[ J
+(@A).

The minimal U-flows (or U-thread configurations) are highly non-unique, but are restricted to the
bulk regions J

�(�
HRT

) and J
+(�

HRT
), squeezing from the former to the latter via the HRT surface

and avoiding the entanglement wedges W(A) and W(B). This is schematically illustrated in the right
panel of figure 1.

Possible applications of these new formulations of the HRT formula are outside the scope of this
paper, but since di↵erent ways of writing a given quantity are often useful for di↵erent purposes, it is
generally advantageous to have as many such ways as possible. As one example, the formulas (0.2),
(0.3) define convex programs (which are actually Lagrange duals of each other), which may make them
particularly amenable to numerical computation. Some of the new formulations may also be useful
for proving general properties of holographic entanglement entropies, such as inequalities they obey.
The new formulations may also have conceptual implications for our understanding of the relationship
between geometry and entanglement in quantum gravity.

1 Introduction

In this paper we develop a set of new, fully covariant geometrical prescriptions for holographic en-
tanglement entropy (EE). These formulas are equivalent — but not obviously so — to the HRT and
maximin formulas [1, 5]. We begin by providing, in this section, a self-contained introduction and
summary of our results. We motivate the need for such reformulations in subsection 1.1 and review
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New covariant HEE prescriptions:

With (5.30) and (5.31) in hand, we can add another row to our diagram (4.28) of formulas for the
quantity Sc:

sup
�2Sc

inf
 2Tc

Z

M

p
g |d� ·̂ d |

minimax
 ������!

theorem

inf
 2Tc

sup
�2Sc

Z

M

p
g |d� ·̂ d |

 $ V

duality

x?y
x?y � $ U

duality

sup
V 2F

Z

D(A)

⇤V
(V,�)$(U, )

 �������!
duality

inf
U2G

Z

I+

⇤U

V-flow$V-thread

conversion

x?y
x?y U-flow$U-thread

conversion

sup
µ

µ(P)
µ$⌫

 ������!
duality

inf
⌫

⌫(Q)

(5.32) {diagram2}{diagram2}

6 Holographic spacetimes

{sec:solutions}
In the previous sections, for given boundary regions A, B, we defined the three quantities S+, S�, Sc,
gave several formulas for each, and showed that they obey the relation

S�  Sc  S+ . (6.1) {Srelation}{Srelation}

All of this was essentially assuming just global hyperbolicity for the bulk spacetime — no field equa-
tions, energy conditions, or boundary conditions were invoked.

Starting in this section, we specialize to “standard” classical holographic spacetimes, in other
words ones in which the metric obeys AdS boundary conditions as well as the null energy (or curvature)
condition (NEC). In such spacetimes, the maximin quantity S� equals the area S

HRT
= S(A : B) of

the HRT (or entanglement wedge cross-section, EWCS) surface �
HRT

[2? ]. In subsection 6.1, we
will show that both inequalities in (6.1) are saturated, so Sc and S+ also equal S

HRT
. Altogether,

counting the two new formulas for S� and two formulas for S+ given in subsection 3.1, as well as the
six formulas for Sc shown in (5.32), we have therefore provided ten new covariant formulas for the
holographic entanglement entropy. In subsection 6.2, we will focus on the V-flow and U-flow formulas
of section 4, and see what the optimal flows look like. Then, in subsection 6.3, we will generalize our
results to multiple boundary regions.

6.1 Relation to the HRT formula {sec:HRTsurface}
To orient the reader, we start by previewing the logic of the argument. There are two crucial features
of the holographic setup which allow us to saturate both inequalities in (6.1) and thereby collapse
the maximin, minimax, and convex-relaxed values into one quantity. The first is the NEC which
ensures that each null normal congruence from any extremal surface has non-positive and decreasing
expansion. The second is less familiar, involving AdS boundary conditions in the more general context
of allowing end-of-the-world branes comprising I

0. Together, these ensure that within the time-sheet
formed by the bulk part of the entanglement wedge boundary, the HRT surface is area-maximizing
within its relative homology class. On the other hand, there exists a maximin Cauchy slice containing
the HRT surface, on which the latter is area-minimizing within its relative homology class. Taken
together, these two observations will then su�ce to establish the HRT surface as a global saddle point.

To flesh this out more explicitly, it will be useful to set up a few definitions. Recall that, given a
slice �, �� (defined below (3.1)) is the set of surfaces � in � homologous to A� := D(A) \ � (relative
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Sc

F� is a convex set, and the objective functional
R
A�

⇤v is linear; hence the right-hand side of (3.3)
defines a convex program.30 Using (3.3), we can write S� in terms of a “maximax” formula:

S� = sup
�2S

sup
v2F�

Z

A�

⇤v . (3.4)

Alternatively, in order to put the space and time variations in (3.1) on an equal footing, we can
change the minimization domain so that it does not depend on the maximization variable �. This can
be done by thinking of the surface � as the intersection of the slice � with a time-sheet ⌧ 2 T (where
T is the set of time-sheets homologous to D(A) relative to I), as justified by the following lemma:

Lemma 3.1. Fix � 2 S. For any ⌧ 2 T, � \ ⌧ 2 ��. Conversely, for any � 2 ��, there exists a ⌧ 2 T

such that � \ ⌧ = �.

Proof. Given ⌧ 2 T, � \ ⌧ is homologous to A� on � (relative to �
0

�
) via the intersection of � with

the spacetime homology region between D(A) and ⌧ ; and it does not intersect N (since ⌧ does not
intersect N ). Hence it is in ��.

For the converse, let t
µ be a continuous future-directed timelike vector field on M̄ that is tangent

to N and I
0.31 The integral curves of t

µ pass through every point of M̄, and each curve starts on
I

�, ends on I
+, and lies entirely in M (except its endpoints), in N , or in I

0. Given � 2 ��, let r�

be the homology region on � between A� and �. The surface � can be extended into a time-sheet ⌧

by following the integral curves of t
µ in both directions. ⌧ is homologous to D(A) (relative to I) via

the corresponding extension of r�.

With this lemma in hand, we can replace the minimization over � in (3.1) with a minimization
over ⌧ :

S� = sup
�2S

inf
⌧2T

area(� \ ⌧) . (3.5)

The formula (3.5) invites us to switch the order of the minimization and maximization. We therefore
also define the following “minimax” quantity:32,33

S+ := inf
⌧2T

sup
�2S

area(� \ ⌧) . (3.6)

Recalling that �⌧ is the set of surfaces � = ⌧ \ � for some � 2 S, we can write this

S+ = inf
⌧2T

sup
�2�⌧

area(�) , (3.7)

30 Recall that a convex program is defined as the problem of minimizing a convex function f0 over a convex subset
X of an a�ne space, subject to constraints fi(x)  0, gi(x) = 0, where the fi are convex functions and the gi are a�ne
functions on X. The constraints defining X are implicit, while the constraints fi(x)  0, gi(x) = 0 are explicit. Thus,
strictly speaking, the right-hand side of (3.3) defines a convex program only after one has decided whether each of the
constraints (3.2) is implicit or explicit.

31 It is clear that such a vector field exists on a su�ciently small patch of M̄. The following construction shows
that there is no global obstruction to its existence: start from an atlas of charts for M̄, define such a vector field on
each chart, and average them on the overlaps using a partition of unity. Alternatively, the standard argument for the
existence of a globally defined timelike vector field on a Lorentzian manifold, using an auxiliary Riemannian metric (see
e.g. p. 39 of [31]), can be upgraded in the presence of a boundary to ensure that the vector field is tangent to the timelike
parts of the boundary.

32 We use the symbol S here (and below, where we define a third quantity Sc) to emphasize the parallel to the
maximin formula for holographic entanglement entropy. However, in this setting, which is much more general than
standard holographic spacetimes and where (as we will see) the three quantities S�, S+, and Sc are not necessarily
equal, we make no claim for any of them being an entropy.

33 Swapping the order of the minimization and maximization in the maximin formula was also considered in [32].
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F� is a convex set, and the objective functional
R
A�

⇤v is linear; hence the right-hand side of (3.3)
defines a convex program.30 Using (3.3), we can write S� in terms of a “maximax” formula:

S� = sup
�2S

sup
v2F�

Z

A�

⇤v . (3.4)

Alternatively, in order to put the space and time variations in (3.1) on an equal footing, we can
change the minimization domain so that it does not depend on the maximization variable �. This can
be done by thinking of the surface � as the intersection of the slice � with a time-sheet ⌧ 2 T (where
T is the set of time-sheets homologous to D(A) relative to I), as justified by the following lemma:

Lemma 3.1. Fix � 2 S. For any ⌧ 2 T, � \ ⌧ 2 ��. Conversely, for any � 2 ��, there exists a ⌧ 2 T

such that � \ ⌧ = �.

Proof. Given ⌧ 2 T, � \ ⌧ is homologous to A� on � (relative to �
0

�
) via the intersection of � with

the spacetime homology region between D(A) and ⌧ ; and it does not intersect N (since ⌧ does not
intersect N ). Hence it is in ��.

For the converse, let t
µ be a continuous future-directed timelike vector field on M̄ that is tangent

to N and I
0.31 The integral curves of t

µ pass through every point of M̄, and each curve starts on
I

�, ends on I
+, and lies entirely in M (except its endpoints), in N , or in I

0. Given � 2 ��, let r�

be the homology region on � between A� and �. The surface � can be extended into a time-sheet ⌧

by following the integral curves of t
µ in both directions. ⌧ is homologous to D(A) (relative to I) via

the corresponding extension of r�.

With this lemma in hand, we can replace the minimization over � in (3.1) with a minimization
over ⌧ :

S� = sup
�2S

inf
⌧2T

area(� \ ⌧) . (3.5)

The formula (3.5) invites us to switch the order of the minimization and maximization. We therefore
also define the following “minimax” quantity:32,33

S+ := inf
⌧2T

sup
�2S

area(� \ ⌧) . (3.6)

Recalling that �⌧ is the set of surfaces � = ⌧ \ � for some � 2 S, we can write this

S+ = inf
⌧2T

sup
�2�⌧

area(�) , (3.7)

30 Recall that a convex program is defined as the problem of minimizing a convex function f0 over a convex subset
X of an a�ne space, subject to constraints fi(x)  0, gi(x) = 0, where the fi are convex functions and the gi are a�ne
functions on X. The constraints defining X are implicit, while the constraints fi(x)  0, gi(x) = 0 are explicit. Thus,
strictly speaking, the right-hand side of (3.3) defines a convex program only after one has decided whether each of the
constraints (3.2) is implicit or explicit.

31 It is clear that such a vector field exists on a su�ciently small patch of M̄. The following construction shows
that there is no global obstruction to its existence: start from an atlas of charts for M̄, define such a vector field on
each chart, and average them on the overlaps using a partition of unity. Alternatively, the standard argument for the
existence of a globally defined timelike vector field on a Lorentzian manifold, using an auxiliary Riemannian metric (see
e.g. p. 39 of [31]), can be upgraded in the presence of a boundary to ensure that the vector field is tangent to the timelike
parts of the boundary.

32 We use the symbol S here (and below, where we define a third quantity Sc) to emphasize the parallel to the
maximin formula for holographic entanglement entropy. However, in this setting, which is much more general than
standard holographic spacetimes and where (as we will see) the three quantities S�, S+, and Sc are not necessarily
equal, we make no claim for any of them being an entropy.

33 Swapping the order of the minimization and maximization in the maximin formula was also considered in [32].
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such that � \ ⌧ = �.
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by following the integral curves of t
µ in both directions. ⌧ is homologous to D(A) (relative to I) via

the corresponding extension of r�.

With this lemma in hand, we can replace the minimization over � in (3.1) with a minimization
over ⌧ :
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inf
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area(� \ ⌧) . (3.5)

The formula (3.5) invites us to switch the order of the minimization and maximization. We therefore
also define the following “minimax” quantity:32,33

S+ := inf
⌧2T

sup
�2S

area(� \ ⌧) . (3.6)

Recalling that �⌧ is the set of surfaces � = ⌧ \ � for some � 2 S, we can write this

S+ = inf
⌧2T

sup
�2�⌧

area(�) , (3.7)

30 Recall that a convex program is defined as the problem of minimizing a convex function f0 over a convex subset
X of an a�ne space, subject to constraints fi(x)  0, gi(x) = 0, where the fi are convex functions and the gi are a�ne
functions on X. The constraints defining X are implicit, while the constraints fi(x)  0, gi(x) = 0 are explicit. Thus,
strictly speaking, the right-hand side of (3.3) defines a convex program only after one has decided whether each of the
constraints (3.2) is implicit or explicit.

31 It is clear that such a vector field exists on a su�ciently small patch of M̄. The following construction shows
that there is no global obstruction to its existence: start from an atlas of charts for M̄, define such a vector field on
each chart, and average them on the overlaps using a partition of unity. Alternatively, the standard argument for the
existence of a globally defined timelike vector field on a Lorentzian manifold, using an auxiliary Riemannian metric (see
e.g. p. 39 of [31]), can be upgraded in the presence of a boundary to ensure that the vector field is tangent to the timelike
parts of the boundary.

32 We use the symbol S here (and below, where we define a third quantity Sc) to emphasize the parallel to the
maximin formula for holographic entanglement entropy. However, in this setting, which is much more general than
standard holographic spacetimes and where (as we will see) the three quantities S�, S+, and Sc are not necessarily
equal, we make no claim for any of them being an entropy.

33 Swapping the order of the minimization and maximization in the maximin formula was also considered in [32].
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expressing the minimax quantity in a form analogous to (3.1).

By lemma 2.1, any achronal surface �
0 (that is closed as a subset of M̄ and does not intersect

I
±) is contained in a slice �. If �

0 is contained in the time-sheet ⌧ then �
0
✓ � := � \ ⌧ 2 �⌧ and

area(�0)  area(�), so we can replace the maximization in (3.7) with one over achronal surfaces:34

S+ = inf
⌧2T

sup
�⇢⌧

achronal

area(�) . (3.8)

3.2 Minimax theory

In order to better understand the relation between the two quantities S� and S+ defined in the previous
subsection, we now make a short digression into minimax theory. This theory35 addresses the following
question: Given sets X, Y and a function f : X ⇥Y ! R, what can we say about the relation between
the maximin value sup

x2X
inf

y2Y
f(x, y) and the minimax value inf

y2Y
sup

x2X
f(x, y)? We start with

three elementary general facts.

• First, the maximin and minimax values are not necessarily equal. A simple counterexample is
given by setting X = Y = {1, 2} and f(x, y) = (�1)x+y; then

sup
x2X

inf
y2Y

f(x, y) = �1 , inf
y2Y

sup
x2X

f(x, y) = 1 . (3.9)

• The maximin and minimax nonetheless do obey a relation. Clearly, for any x0 2 X, y0 2 Y ,

inf
y2Y

f(x0, y)  f(x0, y0)  sup
x2X

f(x, y0) . (3.10)

Maximizing the left-hand side over x0 and minimizing the right-hand side over y0 yields the
min-max inequality :

sup
x2X

inf
y2Y

f(x, y)  inf
y2Y

sup
x2X

f(x, y) . (3.11)

The min-max inequality can be understood in simple game-theory terms. Let X, Y represent the
set of possible strategies for the two players respectively in a single-round, zero-sum game, with
payout f(x, y) for player X and �f(x, y) for player Y . Then the maximin is the best outcome for
player X if she plays first, while the minimax is her best outcome if she plays second (assuming
player Y in each case is choosing his best strategy). The inequality (3.11) expresses the fact
that, in such a game, it is often better — and never worse — to play second, allowing one to use
knowledge of the other player’s move to one’s advantage. Consider the example of (3.9), which
corresponds to the children’s game of evens-and-odds; normally in this game the two players
play simultaneously, for the simple reason that otherwise the second player would always be able
to win.

34 The reader may wonder whether, by analogy with the maximax formula (3.4), S+ can be written in terms of
a “minimin” formula. Indeed, one may be tempted to apply the Lorentzian max cut-min flow theorem [22] to the
supremum in (3.7) in order to obtain a formula involving minimizing the flux of a timelike flow on a time-sheet (a
timelike flow being a covector field u obeying u 2 i+, |u| � 1, d⇤u = 0, ⇤u|I0\⌧

= 0). This would work if the supremum
in (3.8) were over surfaces � that are achronal within the time-sheet ⌧ ; whereas it is only over surfaces that are achronal
in the ambient spacetime M, a stronger condition. Nonetheless, in subsection 4.2.1, we will define a “time-sheet-flow”,
which is closely related to a Lorentzian flow living on a time-sheet and gives a sort of minimin formula for S+.

35 Minimax theory, which was born with J. von Neumann’s seminal work on game theory, continues to be an active
area of research in analysis, with applications to economics and many other fields. For an overview, see [33].
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S+



Lessons

Simpler structure for holographic spacetimes 
HRT surface (= localized on intersection of slice and time-sheet) is a global saddle point, 
so maximin = minimax even without convex relaxation
Convex-relaxed expressions (V-flows, U-flows) retain this via the optimized flows 
collimated through the HRT surface

Power of Lagrangian duality & reformulations
New hints re. nature of HEE    
(perhaps V-threads ~ entanglement distillation; U-threads ~ entanglement of formation)
Important geometrical quantities (HRT surface, entanglement wedge) emerge naturally
Dependence on region switches between objective and constraint
Dual formulations for proofs (e.g.      obeys SA) -- looks different, has different advantages, 
so may be useful in establishing further properties of HEE...
Convex programs, so computationally convenient
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Sc



Extensions & future directions

Inspire formulations for tensor networks w/ time

Covariant formulations for quantum and stringy corrections to HEE

Covariant formulations for generalizations / other contexts
weaker norm bounds for multiflows 
thread / hyperthread constructions for multipartite entanglement measures
non-AdS backgrounds

Easy extensions (developed in paper)
Embedding into full ST & removing the regulator
Multiple regions

HEE properties from minimax
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